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University Warns Students to
Find Solutions or Lose Kegs
Ann Marie Puckhaber
Editor-in-Chief
Unless the student body
comes up with reasonable alternatives for controlling alcohol abuse
on campus, the administration said
it will ban kegs in the townhouses
before the fall semester.
This decision was based on
the recommendation of the Alcohol Task Force established in
November of 1989, which concluded in its final report this past
fall that there is a significant alcohol abuse problem on campus.
"We are sitting on a disaster," said William P. Schimpf, vice
president of Student Services. "The
task force has appropriately identified a problem and it is one we
must act on."
The administration has sent
the report from the task force to the
FUSA Senate and to the townhouse
association. Suggestions from
these student organizations may
be the possible solutions the administration seeks.
So far, Schimpf said, he has
received no response other than a
statement from the Senate saying
that it opposes the banning of kegs.
"The ball is in the students'
court," Schimpf said. "I want
something in place by next fall, but
that does not mean if I see more
cases (of alcohol abuse) I will wait
that long."

Schimpf cited an incident last
semester where a female student
was found unconscious, face down
near the townhouses. He said many
townhouse residents feel an obligation to provide social entertainment and alcohol for under age
students.
"When kegs were banned
from the dorms several years ago,
the townhouses were exempt,"
Schimpf said. "However, it was
the assumption that the townhouses
would not become a place to go to
drink."
The recommendations included in the Alcohol Task Force
report were as follows:
* kegs should be prohibited
in the townhouses.
* if kegs are not prohibited,
townhouse residents should be
required to register the number of
kegs for their parties and that
number should be gauged by a
formula based upon the attendance
at the party.
* a violation of this policy
would result in a ban of kegs for
that townhouse for the remainder
of the year.
* any freshman apprehended
with a keg should lose their residence hall privileges.
* any sophomore who violates this policy will be assigned
150 hours of community service
and will lose their lottery number.
* a completely dry floor

should be provided to freshmen
who are not of legal age.
Also among the task force's
suggestions were to convert the
playhouse into a student-run dance
club and to provide a variety of
new programming not presently
available on campus.
Members of the Senate,
IRHG, and FUTA met Sunday and
Tuesday and are working to come
up with a proposal to present to the
administration.
"We have to get it together
soon," said junior Charles Malone,
IRHG secretary. "Like Schimpf
said it's a time bomb and he could
do something at any time."
"We're torn," said junior
John Tedesco, Senate president.
"We can't argue - the law is 21,"
Tedesco said the administration is not focusing on the right
source. "The major drinking goes
on in the dorms," he said. "No
abusive alcohol use goes on in the
townhouses." Tedesco said underclassmen drink hard alcohol, such
as grain and vodka, in the residence hall and then go to townhouse
parties after already becoming intoxicated.
Tedesco said the group made
up of FUSA, FUTA, and IRHG
members is working on a comprehensive plan to present to the
administration by mid- February

The Image Of Fairfield

New Co-Chairs
Lead Freshman
Year Program
Christina Hennessy
News Editor
Colleen Lane and Mike Bonelli jump into the newly created
positions of Co-Chairs for The Freshman Year Experience this week,
as the program expands and improves to meet the needs of the
incoming freshman class.
"Right now, we are trying to revamp the program so it's better
run for the Class of '95," said Lane, a junior communications major.
Both co-chairs will work with Gwen Vendley, director of the
Freshman Experience Program.
"I give Gwen a lot of credit, in that she wanted to know what was
wrong with the program this year and once she got the feedback, she
made the improvements," said Lane.
"I got involved with the program for next year because I saw
some shortcomings in the program this year and I though it would be
better if I got up and tried to improve the experience instead of sitting
around complaining," said Bonelli, a junior history major.
Lane, of Washington Township N.J., and Bonelli, of Blooms
field N.J., are currently interviewing the applicants for Freshman Fa-

(continued to p.2) -

Yellow Ribbons for U.S. Troops
port," said Miffy Lanosa, president of the Gonzaga Residence
Hall Government.
Many students either had
Nearly thirty students from relatives or friends fighting in the
the Gonzaga Resident Hall Gov- conflict and wanted to express hope
ernment and the College Republi- for peace, according to Lanosa.
"We were really happy with
cans expressed support for the
troops fighting in the Persian Gulf the turnout, because it was many
last Friday, as they tied yellow more than we expected," she added.
The Gonzaga RHG financed
ribbons around the trees and
money for the ribbons, posters,
lightposts on campus.
"We originally wanted to flyers and the party to end the
show support through the mail with' event.
"There's so much anti-war
letters, however, there's been a
backup so we decided this was a messages with all the peace probetter way of showing our sup- tests and we just wanted to steer
Christina Hennessy
News Editor

clear of any messages and just
express peace and support to the
troops," said Rob Miani, an RA for
Gonzaga and a participant in the
event. Ribbons were also placed in
various buildings and on doors.
"I have a friend who is over
there, and I know others have
friends who are also over there
who are relying on letters and
messages from us," said Lanosa.
"These ribbons are a visible
support and it reminds others that
people are fighting over there and
regardless of where you stand,
they should be honored," said
Miani.

The tree in front of McAuliffe Hall wrapped with a yellow ribbon to express troop support.
photo: Chris Hennessy

cilitators, as well as creating a manual with suggestions and plans for
meetings for the 90 new Facilitators.
"The Co-Chairs are the big communicators and will be involved
in decision making, program design, and providing information for
the other Freshman Facilitators," said Vendley.
The difference in the program this year will be the mixture of
lectures, speakers and movies, for example.
"I want this program to be fun for the freshmen, because that will
draw the ones who may not have come this year," said Lane.
"The freshmen that did get involved with the program got a lot
out of the program and got closer to each other by the end of the
semester," she added. "By the end, my group and I could sit and be
comfortable with one another and talk about anything."
The meetings with Facilitators offer a forum for issues and
problems which may not normally be brought up until it's too late,
according to Lane.
"The program is coming to the students and ultimately it will
serve to confront and chip away at problems that some students have
trouble talking about," said Lane.
"In light of the freshman floors, the program allows better
interaction between the classes," said Bonelli. "Basically, I'm hoping
the program develops community building among the campus population."
The Facilitators visit the campus this summer to meet with their
groups over the June orientation program in order to participate in "
discussion groups and give tours," said Vendley.
The Facilitators will be picked by April 14 and will continue on
to a training day which will aid them in adopting plans and programs
In the works is a course for next year focusing on group dynamics and processing. Facilitators may sign up for the course and receive
credits towards their elective requirement.
"I'd like to get the program accredited for the freshmen to
increase participation and for the facilitators because of the huge time
commitment," Bonelli added.
"This experience will afford real bonding" between the facilitators and their groups, said Vendley. Faculty advisors will also be
invited to participate in activites with their group during Orientation
and throughout the year.
(Editors Note: Emily Okenquist, staff writer contributed to this
article).
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University Council
Confronts Alcohol Abuse
Tom Rhatigan
Assistant News Editor
Representing the administration, faculty and students, the
University Council debated over
the growing problem of alcohol
abuse on campus at last Friday's
meeting, focusing on the possibility of banning kegs at townhouses
The alcohol situation on
campus is a "time bomb waiting to
explode," said William Schimpf,
vice president of Student Services.
"The University cannot sit back
and wait for something to happen."
Other members voiced arguments against keg banning at
townhouses, offering the possibilities of an increase in both residence hall drinking and the number of underclassmen going to the
beach. Both possibilities were
stated as causing more problems.
After both sides were heard,
the Council concluded that if kegs
are not banned, it will be up to the
students to come up with concrete
and reasonable solutions.
The Council called for

members of FUSA, the Student
Senate, FUTA (Fairfield University Townhouse Association) and
IRHG to review all data and develop alternatives, such as
strengthening weekend programs
and extending the hours of the
library, RecPlex and computer
room.
The Council moved on to
other topics, including Freshman
housing and a new meal plan.
Members noted that many of
the reports and surveys conducted
on the Freshman Year Experience
proved inconclusive of failure,
though the Council decided to make
a recommendation on the future of
the program no later than Nov. 1 of
the year.
By that date, all sufficient
data will be properly analyzed in
order to reach a reasonable decision.
FUSA's proposed questionnaire on the Freshman Year Experience was disregarded because the
respondents did not represent a
cross-section of the University
population.
The Council also recom-

mended to the administration a new
proposal from Seller's which
would include an alternative meal
plan where the student can choose
between a 19 meal plan, a 14 meal
plan or a 10 meal plan. The students would be allowed to use the
Stag-Her Inn if they miss a dinner.
The Council felt the proposal
would be better financially for the
school and students.
Future plans include a new
FUSA survey distributed to a more
diverse sampling in order to judge
student opinion about several
campus issues.
One of those issues is the
proposal to change to name of the
Stag-Her Inn.
Last year, some said that the
name "Stag-Her" was sexist or encouraged drinking. Most of the
members of the Council felt the
name should stay for the tradition.
The snack bar became the
Stag-Her in 1973 following the
switch to co-ed which had occurred three years earlier.
"The school wanted to reflect the co-ed nature of Fairfield,"
said Schimpf.

Student Solutions Sought
For Endangered Keg
(continued from p. 1)
that would propose some form of
monitoring system for the
townhouses.
"It is in the students' hands
and if we come up with a plan that
satisfies their (the administration's)
needs, they will accept it," Tedesco said.
Both Malone and Tedesco
argued that a banning of the kegs
would lead to a larger quantity of
hard, and potentially more dangerous, alcohol; a greater amount of
drinking in the residence halls; and

more incidents of drinking and
driving with students traveling to
the beach for parties.
Members of the Class of 1992
were told at a lottery meeting in
December that there was a strong
possibility that kegs would be
banned in the townhouses by next
semester.
Those strongly opposed to
such a decision were told to consider off-campus living, said Rich
Rossi, director of Student Residences.

"Kegs cause unsupervised
drinking behavior," Rossi said. "It
is legally required to have someone carding."
Rossi said the University has
always held the right to revoke
townhouse contracts if the residents did not adhere to policy.
He also said that any student
who has already signed a
townhouse contract for next year,
can not change to an off-campus
boarder if kegs are banned in the
townhouses.

Newsreel

Cheers

Boooos

Cheers to the unseasonable^
warm weather at the beginning of
the week... what a great cure for
those winter blues... perhaps the
Ground Hog messed up... to U.S.
troops in the Gulf... to all the yellow ribbons around campus... and
to the Gonzaga patriots for flying
the stars and stripes... to birthday
parties and cake rights... to streakers in the Quad... to BFNH, the
Dog House, the Exit, the Green
Turtle, the Dead End, and the Sea
Ranch... to townhouses 52,54,67,
112, 116, 124, 127, and 132... to
G3's best dorm party... to Cosmic
Embryo... to vamps on the amps...
to going to Carolina in more than
just your mind... to girls who stay
in weekend nights to watch trashy
movies... to chicken soup and caring big brothers... to the women's
swim team... to the Scanning
Tunneling Microscope and to the
mad scientists who use it... to skipping, hopping, and jumping... oh
boy...

Boooooooooos to the
Ground Hog for running back into
his cave... who wants six more
weeks of winter?... what a bunch
of hog wash... to slippery floors
and to ugly falls... to getting locked
out of your own house... hello... to
being buried in toilet paper... what
a way to die... to people who
complain all the time, but never do
anything... to the possible banning
of kegs... the beach is looking better and better every day... to falling
asleep at 3 a.m. on a Saturday
night... the night was still young...
to being sick, sick, sick... to that
24-hour bug going around... tossing your cookies every half hour
sure ruins a Thursday night... to the
first run of tests lurking in the very
near future... to wierd dreams
where the star of the show is an
ex-girlfriend and you're about to
fall to your death in the Hudson
River.... that's pretty wierd... to
deadlines, pressure, and grey hair...
to cars that don't go in reverse...

f
Editor's Note: Contributions to "Cheers & Boos" may be\
submitted to Box AA or dropped of in The Mirror office, Gonzaga
\Ground. Deadline: Sunday night.
J

Valentine 's Day Messages
Send your sweetheart a message
in the February 14th issue of
The Mirror.
On sale in the Campus Center
today and tomorrow,
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Messages $.50/each.

After the completion of the senior group lottery two weeks ago, 88 spaces remain in the
townhouses and 109 spaces remain off-campus for junior groups. Senior groups filled 381 beds in
the townhouses and 291 of the 400 off-campus slots.
The residence hall lottery will take place shortly after Spring Break in March. An in-house
lottery will be followed by a general lottery, which will integrate the freshmen currently on freshmen
wings and in Dolan Hall into the other residence halls. The structure of this process has not yet been
determined.
Dr. Sidney Callahan explores the role of women and men in the church in a presentation at the
Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius Loyola on Feb. 28 at 7 p.m..
Her presentation, "Men and Women in the Church—Equality?", addresses some of the concerns
brought up over the boycott of the chapel and the resignation of Assistant Chaplain Paula Oddis.
Callahan, the author of "Illusion of Eve: A Modem Woman's Quest for Identity", is a professor
of psychology at Mercy College, a former faculty member for the University and a noted feminist
theologian.
Tonight, Rev. John R. Donahue, S.J., visits Fairfield to present "Rich and Poor in the Gospel of
Luke: A Challenge for the Church Today" in the Quick Center at 8 p.m.. His speech is a part of the
Ignation Year Relegious Studies Series.
Ron Goulart, the author of 150 mystery and science fiction books, journeys to the University to
speak with the school's class on Writing Fantasy, Science Fiction and Suspense on March 18. The
session is open to the public and will be held in Bannow 254 at 3:30 p.m.
Goulart, a resident of Weston, has written non-fiction books on detective stories, cmic strips and
comic books. He also writes stories and articles for such magazines as Playboy, Analog and Sports
Illustrated.

Classifieds
Friend Seeker! Young black male, 23 years of age, 6'1", 169 lbs.,
no family or friends and is seeking sincere, genuine friend for correspondence. Race & religion doesn't matter but honesty is a must!
Quinn Davis #082346, Florida State Prison, P.O. Box 747, Starke,
Florida 32091.
No Gimmicks - Extra Income Now! Envelope stuffing - $600-$800
every week - Free Details: SASE to Brooks International, Inc. P.O.
Box 680605, Orlando, FL 32868.
Ski Trips! The Ski Club is running trips to Smugglers Notch,
Okemo, MT Snow, Park City Utah. Call Pam or Cheryl at 256-0578.
Wanted: International artists rep specializing in art for children
seeks f/t bright intern. Immediate opening. 438-8386.
Study Abroad in Australia - Information on semester, summer, Jterm, Graduate, and Internship programs. All programs run under
$6,000. Call Curtin University at 1-800-878-3696.
Fast Fundraising Program - $1,000 in just one week. Earn up to
$ 1,000 for your campus organization. Plus a chance at $5,000 more!
This program works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50.
Spring Break Cancun or Bahamas from $299.00! Includes roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, cruise, beach parties, free lunch and more!
Organize a small group-earn free trip plus cash. 1-800-BEACH IT.
Get Your Dream Jobs Now! 100's of address/tel. #s of Jobs Open
In Paradise. Calif/Fla/Natl. Pks/Cruise/Rafting. For Spring/Summer. Have a paid vacation! Call 1-900-226-2644 $3/min.
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Career Week Helps in Job Search Study Reports on Racial
Diversity on Campuses

Over forty companies visit Fairfield for Career Spectrum
Debra De Shong
Staff Writer
Reality, in the form of future jobs and careers, made a
weeklong stopover at the University last week, as the Career Planning Center, Alumni Relations and
FUSA together sponsored Career
Week.
The week began with the
sixth annual Major Monday to
kick off the events.
The week involved approximately ninety alumni divided by
major and career speaking on
panels about various opportunities
within the major.
This event, sponsored by
Alumni Relations, attracts those

alumni who express interest in participating in Career Week through
the return of Career Development
forms sent out by Alumni Relations.
Though there was an abundance of Business and English
majors, other majors weren't as
numerous.
"Every year a new major is
a problem," said Shireen Rustom,
'88, Assistant Director of Alumni
Relations.
"Religious Studies, Philosophy and Modern Languages are
always difficult majors to fill because they are not big here at Fairfield," she added.
Students who attended
Major Monday filled out evalu-

CIGNA representatives visit the campus for Career Spectrum.
photo: J. Buononno

ation forms, in which most found
the programs informative and
"definitely worth attending."
"This is probably the most
successful program yet," added
Rustom.
Events continued to Tuesday, as the Career Planning Center
sponsored a Mock Interview Program in the Oak Room.
FUSA Cabinet members
Brian McSherry and Jen Paventi
helped oversee this program as
well as the programs for the rest of
the week.
"Mock Interview was an
opportunity for students to go
through the interview process with
actual companies," said McSherry.
On Wednesday, People
Helping People, a group of service
oriented organizations, visited the
University.
The group, which included
such groups as the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, hospitals and schools,
came to inform students of their
programs and to answer questions.
The week ended with Career Spectrum on Thursday, in
which, forty-plus companies participated.
"We had organizations from
all groups, like A&S Department
store, The Gap and the FBI," said
McSherry.
The event allowed students
to make contacts, learn about career opportunities and familiarize
themselves with different area
organizations.

(CPS) - A majority of both black and white college students in
the South believe campuses should be color-blind when admitting
undergraduates, a new survey has found.
The two groups, however, disagree sharply over whether black
students should get special consideration from graduate schools, the
Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) study found.
"The way students view racial issues on campus is still very
unsettled," said Ansley A. Abraham, author of the report and research
associate for the SREB, a group that addresses education issues for
15 southern states.
Abraham surveyed 5,000 students at 20 predominantly white
and 20 historically black campuses in the Southeast.
About half of the black students felt "special consideration"
should be given to blacks who apply to graduate schools. Only 15
percent of the white students agreed.
"Black students still see (graduate school) as a mystical entity
that very few (black students) make it into. White students view it
as a natural progression," Abraham said.
More than 75 percent undergraduates, however, both black and
white, agreed that every student "should meet the same academic
standards for admissions" to undergraduate programs.
The study also found that when students are a minority on
campus, whatever their race, they share perceptions about campus
climate.
Both white students on historically black campuses and black
students on predominantly white campuses said they didn't think
their schools gave them enough opportunity to express their concerns
and to relate their experiences on campus.
"The faculty is not as willing to help us as they are to help our
(white) counterparts. This school is becoming more and more integrated but this isn't the will of the overall school," wrote a black student who attends a predominantly white school.
Many of the students surveyed also expressed concern over
their institutions' efforts to recruit minority students, faculty and
adminstrators.
A study released last Januarary by the American Council on
Education found that, despite greater recruiting efforts, the number
of black students seeking higher education has dropped steadily since
1976.
"Black students value the recruiting process differently. They
seem to get more out of it," Abraham said.

Vito's Pizza
"The King of Kings Highway"
500 Kings Highway East
Fairfield

17
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4 PM-10 PM Weekdays
4 PM-11 PM Thursday
4 PM-12 PM Fridays & Saturdays
Closed Tuesdays

334-4994
Free Delivery
($6.00 minimum for delivery)
Pasta Dinners
Ravioli
Lasagna
Baked Stuffed Shells

Jumbo Calzones

Salads
$4.25 Tossed
small $1.75 large $3.25
$5.00 Antipasto small $3.00 large $4.95
$5.00

Cheese
Extra

$5.00
$1.00

includes salad & bread

r
FREE
But 1 large Pizza with 3 toppings
and get 1 medium pizza FREE.
Not good with other offers.

1 Large Cheese Pizza
For
$6.50
Not good with other offers.

2 Large 16"
Cheese Pizzas for
$12.00
Not good with other offers.
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College Recruitment Tape Found Sexist
CPS- A recruitment video
urging high school students to
consider Northern Michigan University has some women faculty
members on the campus charging
it with sexism.
Producer Scot Fure adamantly disagrees, saying it simply
reaches the target audience of 16to-18-year-olds.
"They're very much tuned in
to MTV," said Fure, who calls his
video "obviously a MTV copy."
The video opens with a young
female professional daydreaming
about her college days, singing and
dancing her way around campus.
Five teenage girls dressed in leotards serve as backup dancers.

The music then gives way to
the faculty and staff interviews that
mark most college recruiting efforts.
Several women professors
complain that not only does the
video show too much skin, but it
also fails to show any women
professors.
"We take the criticism seriously," said Northern Michigan
spokesman Mike Clark, but some
of it, he said, is "more emotional
than rational."
Nevertheless, Vice President
for Student Affairs Donna Pearre
announced Jan. 23 that she'll establish a forum to hear complaints
to decide if changes are needed

and whether they're technically
feasible.
"We felt we did what was
right for this particular university," said a baffled Fure, who
added one of his goals was to help
Northern Michigan escape its
"backwater image."
"Anything that's different
falls under scrutiny," Fure said.
"It's too early to tell if the
video will be successful", Clark
said, "but we think it is."
The apparent milestone in
college videos has attracted national attention. ABC, CNN, Fox
Network and the Arts and Entertainment channel have expressed
interest in the video.

Flashback....
Seven years ago....Fran Kenneally, a junior, captures the FUSA presidency with 1,226 votes,
beating runner-up Phil McCarthy who pulled in 300 votes. Over two-thirds of the student population turns
out to vote.
...juniors aren't allowed to occupy townhouses as the University waits for more units to be built.
....the university announces the addition of a communication arts major
Nine years ago....Former Denver Bronco and Head Coach Fran Lynch of Fairfield's Football Club
resigns his post to return to Denver.
The team posts a 7-2 season for the year.
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Announcements
1994 Class Mass - Sunday, Feb. 10 at 8:30 p.m. in th Egan
Chapel of St. Ignatius Loyola
Battle of the Bands - pick up applications in the FUSA office,
return by Feb. 14.
Summer Internships are available at the Connecticut Conference on Municipalities, an organization of local town governments.
Specialty areas include research, finance, labor relations, journalism,
and human resources. Pay is $7 an hour, 35 hours a week in New
Haven. No academic credit, but worthwhile experience. For details
see Prof. Landy, S.J. or call Nancy Wygmans at 498-3000. Deadline
Feb. 15.
The scholarship Committee of the Staff Association of Fairfield University is now accepting applications for the fourteenth
annual Scholarship Award. Applications are available to full-time
Fairfield University Juniors (Class of 1992) and may be picked up at
the following locations.
School of Business Office, FOB 251
Financial Aid Office, Canisius 9
Information Booth, CC Lobby
Registrar's Office, Canisius 201
Career Planning, Dolan Hall
Nyselius Library, See Lee Mihalik
All applications must be returned to: Judy Arel, Registrar's Office,
Canisius 201 NO LATER THAN MARCH 15, 1991.
Circle K Welcomes New Members! We meet every Wednesday at 5:45 p.m. in B137.

Free

Sbeech
Get the AIST Calling Card and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind. Because
now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll
get your first 15-minute call freet
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you can call from almost anywhere
to anywhere. And you can keep
your card, even if you move and
get a new phone number.

Our Calling Card is part of the AT&T Student Saver
Plus program, a whole package of products and services
designed to make a student's budget go farther
So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on
campus. Or call us at 1800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.

AR£T. Helping make college life a little easier.

AT&T
•A &00 value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call Applies to customer-dialed calls made during
the AT8-T Night/weekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm
Friday through 5pm Sunday. You may receive more or less calling time depending on where and
when you call. Applications must be received by December 31,1991.

The right choice.

Features
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Fairfield Faces

Jester and JD: A Day In the Asylum
Amy Dondero
Staff Writer

Bodor's
Bravura
Professor Marion Barry?
James Bodor
Features Editor

"We met back in Vietnam,
when I took a bullet for Jester one
day on the battlefield," says JD.
Jester quickly retorts, "that's a lie,
I found you in Father Panic Village
one day and took you under my
wing, pulled some strings and got
you into Fairfield."
"But the spaceship, you're
forgetting the spaceship," says JD.
"My fault, that's true, the spaceship Enterprise beamed us both up,
and the rest is history."
Confused? So was I. And
thus began my interview with
Jester and JD of WVOF's "Afternoon Asylum," aired on Thursday
afternoons from 1-3.
Paul Peluso (JD) and Jamie
Cantwell (Jester) admit that, "we
are not afraid to bend the rules a
little," to make their show more
interesting. The pair met as freshmen and could give Laurel and
Hardy a run for their money. One
begins a sentence and the other
completes it, one tells a joke, the
other the punch line. They credit
the success of their radio show to
this ability to follow each other's
train of thought so naturally. "We
love to play off each other's personalities," says Cantwell.
They began theirradio broadcasting careers on Fairfield's AM
station and then sophomore year
they did a show called, "Touches
of Jazz." As for their present show,
"The Afternoon Asylum," JD

Jester and JD in the "Afternoon Asylum."
boasts, "I was the creative genius," only to be retorted by Jester
who claims that he in fact is "the
heart and soul behind the show."
Aside from their standard
sign-on song, "On the Air" by
Peter Gabriel, Jester and JD stick
loosely to a script. "The show is
99.9% spontaneous," says Peluso. They play all classic rock
and basically have the same tastes
in music except Jester confesses
he has to lock JD out of the studio
to play Aerosmith. Frequently
they have visitors on their show,
their favorite being The Big
Number One, a hedonist antiJesuit. Other guests include Dr.
Max Factor, Sparky, and the
Swedish Chef. They enjoy listener's requests.
Peluso and Cantwell are
both Juniors. When they de-
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cided to become RA's this year, they
agreed that they would absolutely
make time for the show because it is
their "top priority." They named
their show the "Afternoon Asylum"
because they "are committed to it."
While they take the show seriously,
they both confess that it is a time for
them to "have fun and blow off some
steam."
As forthe future, the two would
like an evening slot on WVOF.
They dream about dropping everything and living out their radio personas. Cantwell says, "It's good to
have dreams, that's why we open all
our shows with Gabriel's song, he
sings we make dreams come true."
Their show closes with the
comment, "When I think of rock and
roll, I think of my good buddy Jester
and when I think of rock and roll I
think of my good buddy JD."

By Jose Llerena
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Would you like to take a
class in criminal justice taught by
none other than Marion Barry,
ex-Washington D.C. mayor,
adulterer, and alleged coke user?
Yes, you would? Ok, all
you have to do is apply to the
University of the District of Columbia (UDC), and register for
his course. With any kind of
luck, by May you could be bribing your way to an "A" in Prof.
Barry's course.
. w
Am I making this up? No.
The University recently announced that Barry has been
granted a temporary teaching post in their criminal justice department,
even though he has not been cleared yet to teach. The school is still
considering the idea of giving him a permanent post.
At first this may seem to most fairly intelligent, almost completely college educated people to be a bad idea. Marion Barry should
not be teaching students about criminal justice. What would he call the
course? Ten Easy Steps to Barely Saving Face After Being Arrested
for Crimes You Obviously Committed?
But on second thought, the wisdom of Barry as a teacher of
criminal justice seems more evident. Who better to explain the inner
workings of our justice system than a man who has experienced it
firsthand?
Other bizarre happenings on college campuses: At Princeton University, and Purdue University, they ran around naked.
As the first snowfalls of the year were hitting the idyllic hills
of both campuses students tore off their clothes, and hit the slopes, so
to speak.
At Princeton over 300 students participated in what is called
the "Nude Olympics." At this time we have no official description of
the events that took place. At Purdue the event was not as large-scale.
Only 21 students bared all, and most of them were disciplined for it.
But fear not, "Nude Olympics" fans, the burgeoning sport
enjoys great success there. This year, for the first time, women
competed, thereby expanding the popularity of it all.
The sport has yet to take hold at any Jesuit universities, but
rumor has it that Jesuits everywhere are pushing for the development
of their own "Nude Olympics", which would include an event called
"Jumping Out of Bed: An Exercise in Fire Alarms."
The State University of New York at Albany's student government has resolved to use the spelling "womyn," instead of "women,"
in all of its written material. Newsweek reported recently that this
change in spelling stems from the desire of feminist groups across the
country to get the "men" out of "women." The pun is the lowest form
of humor.
Alumni and "friends" of the Virginia Military Institute are
lobbying against a state bill which would force the Institute to admit
womyn (sorry, it's contagious). My only question is: Why?
By the way, I'm not making any of this up, honest. You can
look it up.
And finally, the most interesting news to appear in recent
weeks: The Coors Light College Survey results have been released,
and it reports that the most important factor for students in deciding
whether to take a job is salary.
In fact, only one school did not choose salary as the most
important deciding factor: Colorado State. There, 63% of the students
agreed that geographic location is the most important factor.
Of course it is. They all want to get out of Colorado.
Read this: If you have any ideas for articles you would like to
see written, contact us, the Features Department, at Box AA. If you
can't get up the effort to do that, than stop us in the hallways of
Canisius, or in Seller's, or anywhere you might run into us.
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Lessons on Bouncing Back from Humiliation
Learning to Serve Up That Egg on Your Face with Style
Claire St. Louis
Assistant Features Editor
Life is filled with embarrassing moments. You know what
I'm talking about. Those times
that you look back on in your life
and still kick yourself for.
But you can take comfort
in the fact that almost everybody
has experienced certain common
situations which are, well, awkward.
So here as some tips on how
to recover from those occasions
which fall under the "open mouth,
insert foot" category:
S ituation # 1. You' re walking through the Campus Center on
the way to your mailbox. Suddenly, you find yourself in the path
of an oncoming person. You step
to the left to pass, but the other
person steps that way, too. So you
move to the right, and so does the
other person. Finally, after dancing a few more steps of this primitive waltz, you somehow manage
to get past each other.
Next time you see someone
in your path of travel, try either of
the following tactics:
a) Fake one way, then
quickly dart the other way. You
will not only look like a professional athlete, but if done at a high
enough speed the other person
won't even recognize the dolt who
is bobbing and weaving in front of
him.
b) Run right through the

person. This technique is particularly effective when exercised on
someone you don't particularly
like.
I would advise against this
option when the other person is
someone important, such as your
professor (just yours - any other
prof is free game), the Dean of
Students, your boyfriend/girlfriend...
Situation #2. You see
someone you know across the quad.
You yell his name. He doesn't
hear you. So you shout a little
louder. He still doesn't hear you.
You then scream his name, with
the same intensity as you would

use in yelling "Help! My eyebrow
is on fire!" But, again, he doesn't
hear you. By this time, however,
everyone else within a five-mile
radius has heard you, and a few of
them even come up to you and
suggest that maybe you really don't
know the person, or that perhaps
he is ignoring you.
There are a few ways to
handle this difficult situation:
a) Ask the people around
you to join you in shouting your
friend's name. Everyone likes to
hear his name chanted by a large
crowd.
b) Explain to passers by that
your friend has a rare condition

APPLAUSE VIDEO PRESENTS
MARLON MATTHEW
BRANDO BRODERICK
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Choose 2 Movies
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Fairfield, CT 06430
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which causes his ears to close up
periodically. Unless there is a med
student among them, no one will
suspect that you are just lying to
make up for being dissed.
c) Shout a vicious rumor
about your friend. There's nothing
like a tidbit of juicy gossip to chase
away apathy. Besides, your friend
can't hear you, and since the
sources of rumors are almost impossible to trace, you should get
away clean.
Situation #3. You see
someone in the quad that you think
you know, so you shout to him. As
you get closer, however, you realize that you have actually never
seen this person before in your life.
You pray that he didn't hear you
(see Situation #2), but, alas, his
ears are functioning perfectly.
This fiasco can be handled
in one of several ways:
a) Try the honest approach say, "I'm sorry, I thought you were
someone I knew." Although it
takes a big person to admit mistakes, dishonesty in this case invariably makes you look like a big
idiot.
b) Fix your gaze on a point
behind the person, and walk toward that point as if it were the
person whose name you called.
Unless the person turns around to
see who you're really calling to,
you should be able to carry on a
conversation with the pine tree
without being seen.
c) Turn around and run. If

you've never seen this person before, what are the odds of running
into him again?
Situation #4. This is the
classic social faux pas. Without
provocation or warning, you drop
your tray in Seller's. Your food,
which you have been standing in
line for days to get, crashes to the
floor and lays among the shattered
remnants of your plate and glass.
Take heart. Many people
have suffered this same fate. Although it has never never happened
to me personally (what do you
think I am - a klutz?), I do have
some suggestions:
a) Take a bow. It's the
natural thing to do when a room
full of people are applauding your
feat.
b) Spout off a few of your
political views. Now that you have
the attention of an entire cafeteria,
why not run for office?
c) Say, "I meant to do that,"
then go into a stand-up comedy
routine. You should always have a
routine prepared; you never know
when you'll be called to perform.
The situations described
above are far from pleasant. But
they need not turn into disasters, as
long as you learn how to recover
from them.
I hope that the tips mentioned above will come in handy
the next time you're struggling to
save face. Which is especially
hard to do when you've fallen flat
on it.

Time for a challenge?
High tech and nowhere to go?
If you have skills in the computer sciences
or data processing and are interested in
part- or full-time temporary work, we might
have something for you!
Do you know:
C, C++ (Basic or Pascal a plus)
UNIX, VAX/VMS, or DOS "expert"
Relational Database/Data
Architecture/Design or CASE Tools
Familiar with products like Sybase,
Oracle, mdbs, Ingres, Informix
Image Processing . . .
If you are burning to get hot and stay hot
in the land of high tech; if you are positive,
and happy and like happy people; if your
favorite movie is "Nerds In Paradise" and
you actually own a suit (tie not necessary if
you're of the female gender) then send us
your resume now!
Great rates, great
environment, flexible hours. Must enjoy
hard work, long hours, laughing a lot, and
pizza. Strong command of the English
language required. Send your resume to:
Decision Technologies
65 High Ridge Road, #196
Stamford, Ct 06905
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Experiencing the Working
World, UK-Style

The Past Isn't What It Used to Be
Nancy Petrarca
Contributing Writer

It's Saturday night. I'm still
tired from the night before. I'm
sitting in my room wearing jeans
and a sweatshirt, my hair tied back
rather carelessly. I am in no mood
to get dressed up to go out and
smile and socialize and pretend
I'm not dead on my feet.
So, I go through the modest
movie collection in my room, and
what do I find? Say Anything and
Pretty in Pink. The next three and
a half hours are mine to walk
through high school all over again
and relive my adolescence.
I don't understand the fascination with adolescence. I suppose if you thought about it long
enough, you would realize that
adolescence is one of those rightsof-passage times, one of those transitional periods, marked by pain
and anxiety and happiness. I distinctly remember sniffling during

a part of the movie in the "theater
years" age when one character is
crushed by his girlfriend. My tender little adolescent heart broke at
the sight of his pain, but the other
night it didn't seem to move me in
the same way. It was more like a
nostalgic sadness, an I-rememberwhen feeling, not a this-could-behappening-to-me-now-but-aren'tI-glad-it's-not feeling.
And the movies weren' t quite
as believable as they once were,
not that my high school was anything like that anyway. I never saw
guys that looked as good and as old
as James Spader with his perfect
clothes and finesse in my high
school. There was no such thing as
finesse in Jiigh school. And the
parties: well, if there were parties
like that in high school, you can be
sure the police were invited, too.
And what about the acne and
the hormones and those horrible
trendy outfits we all once wore? I
couldn't have looked like Molly
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Ringwald for the life or me, and
believe me, I tried, oh, did I try.
Oh well. Maybe it's really
happening: maybe life really is
going on.
Well, high school was fun,
but I was ready for it to end when
it did. College is great, but it's
already halfway over, so I suppose
it's a good thing to realize that life
does go on.
Besides, I don't think I could
have lived the rest of my life staring into a metal locker papered
with pictures of Sting. Sometimes,
though, when I think about paying
bills and a job and RESPONSIBILITIES, I guess I can see why
some people would like to go back.
Maybe if it was like the other
night, in the movies. They always
make adolescence look like so
much fun, don't they? If only it
had been.. .
Then again, if it had been
that much fun, I may never have
graduated. ..

Laurie McQuade
Staff Writer
While most of us know about the student exchange program with
foreign countries, few have heard of a program in which students work
for up to six months in another country. In return, a student from that
country works in the United States for up to three months.
One Fairfield graduate, Kristin Rubley, is currently working for
the Texaco corporation in England. A 1990 graduate, Kristin heard
about the program through BUNAC, the British Universities North
America Club, which works in association with the Council of International Education and Exchange. Kristin's job is in the security department of the corporation and she deals with statistics on rates throughout
the world.
After graduating from Fairfield in May, Kristin spent the summer
preparing for her trip, and in September she left the States. Kristin backpacked for a month through Europe, then in October she found an
apartment in central London. It took her only one week to find the job
she is at now. She explains that although BUNAC helps place people in
jobs, she wanted to do it on her own.
BUNAC also helps students find apartments. Kristin lives in an
apartment in central London with several roommates from other countries. One is Danish, one Italian, one American and they have an English
landlord. Kristin said that when she first came over she was only
planning on staying for three months, but she loves the experience and
is now staying for the full six months.
When asked about the job itself, Kristin was pleased overall. She
said, "The working environment over here is very laid back. A 35 hour
week is normal, and if you work over that you get paid overtime." She
added that the employees often go to the pub for lunch and sometimes
wind up staying there for the rest of the day. Also, on Friday it is normal
for people to get a head start on their weekends by taking off early.
Besides helping the student find a place to live and a job, BUNAC
offers weekend programs such as trips to neighboring countries like
France.
When she returns in April, Kristin says she plans to work in
Washington. She is hoping to work with the International Development
of Third World Countries. But until then she plans on enjoying her
remaining months in England. She adds, "I would definitely recommend
this program to anyone who wants to experience working abroad."
BUNAC is a non-profit student club in the U.K. whose aim is to enhance
international understanding through work exchange programs.
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Hearing the Shouts for Peace Amid the Silence
Julie Dietz
Staff Writer
I know what you're thinking: another article about the Persian Gulf War, about Saddam, and
about peace demonstrations. But I
can't help the thoughts, feelings
and anxieties inspired by my road
trip to Washington, D.C. last weekend.
I'll be the first to admit that I
am far from Miss Political Activist, nor am I a reborn flower child
of the sixties. To be honest, our

motivation to take the trip was
probably sparked more by the fact
that my roommate's boyfriend attends American University than
by a desire to protest the war. Yet,
I couldn't help wondering about
the senselessness of war as I walked
around the capital.
We passed by the protesters
Saturday morning, carrying their
signs proclaiming:
"If you're notapatriot, you're
a scud"
"War is menstruation envy"
"George - would we have

A view of Bellarmine Pond.

gone to war if it had been a question of broccoli?"
We didn't linger long at the
protest scene, mostly because it
was bitterly cold and partly because I was afraid of getting pulled
in and handed a sign and a bag of
granola.
We sought refuge in the
Smithsonian Air and Space Museum. As a child, it was always my
favorite so I didn't mind seeing the
balloons, planes and space ships
for the third (or was it fourth?)
time. As I walked through this past

Photo: Heather Dammerman

Saturday, however, there was an
eerie silence that was deeper than
the usual hush that pervades museums.
I passed the WWI fighter
planes first, and then the planes,
shells and relics from WWII. An
elderly man was telling his grandson about the planes he flew in the
war. I couldn't help thinking that
if I returned here years from now,
would I be explaining the Scud and
Patriot missile exhibit to my children?
A friend and I were watching one of those educational videos that showed how planes take
off and land on the aircraft carriers,
when slowly the realization that
this was occurring at that very
moment overcame us. Silently,
we moved on.
Out in the fresh air, our
thoughts were cleared, at least
briefly. The long black marble
wall of the Vietnam Memorial
suddenly stretched out before us. I
gazed at the seemingly endless list
of names. Here also, a profound

silence overtook the crowd. Wordlessly, people fingered the letters
of loved one's names that they had
lost. Would there someday be an
equally impressive and heart
breaking memorial honoring our
soldiers from the Persian Gulf?
How far will we take this
war? Will we emerge with nothing to show for our effort but memorials and exhibits like those
already in Washington? Could
this crisis have been resolved in a
peaceful manner? Is war the only
answer? Have we abandoned the
idea of peace?
I suppose the last thing I
noticed that day left the strongest
impression in my mind. We hurried down the escalator to get out
of the cold, leaving the protesters
behind us. In a garbage can was a
sign that someone had discarded.
The sign read, "Give Peace a
Chance." I guess whoever carried
that sign earlier in the day had
given up. Hopefully, the rest of the
U.S. won't and peace can be
achieved.

Looking for a political adventure of the first order? Professor
Edward Dew of the Politics Department may have just what you
want. He plans to lead a group around the U.S.S.R. for two weeks
shortly after graduation, from May 25th to June 8th, 1991.
Cost of the trip is $3,350 and includes all air fares, hotel accommodations, three meals a day, excursions and theatre, etc. The
tour may also be taken on an undergraduate credit basis.
For more information, see Professor Dew. Brochures and
further information are available at the School of Continuing
Education, Dolan House, Dolan Campus, or from Professor Dew,
FOB 305.

The Only Job
Interview
That Can
Pay For
Your College
Education.
When you interview for parttime work with UPS, it could
add up to a monumental payday. College Students who
work as Part-Time Package
Handlers become eligible for
up to $31,000 per year in
college financial assistance:
$6,000 in Tuition Reimbursement on selected parttime shifts - and up to $25,000 in Student ConSern
Loans on all shifts. Starting pay Is $8-9 per hourl
For more information call
Stratford
Norwalk
Dan Nolan
Tom Yarosis
385-7027
866-5496
or
District Personnel Recruiter
Brian T. Leary
254-5500
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION
UPS is an equal opportunity employer M/F.
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Around Campus

By LI*. L^
Does FUSA have enough power within the University or should they have more?

Matt D'Alto - "We have
enough power when organizing
social events for the campus,
however, with issues that are decided solely by the administration,
FUSA's input is not taken into
enough consideration."

Craig Vigilante - "I don't
feel FUSA has enough power,
especially concerning freshman
housing and the alcohol policy on
campus. They should definitely
have more power when dealing
with administrative issues concerning the students."

Christine Healy - "It's not
a question of power, it's a question
of respect. If the administration
doesn't respect the ideas of the
students, then all the power they
have is hollow."

This Weekend...

Friday - FUSA Dance - "Snowball" Oak Room, 9 p.m.
Saturday - Mens' Basketball vs. St. Peter's - Alumni Hall,
7:30 p.m.
FUSA Movie - "Ghost"- Gonzaga, 10 p.m.
IRHG Presents - Jim Wand, Hypnotist - Quick Center,
Kelley Theatre, 10 p.m.
Sunday - Class of '94 Mass - Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius
Loyola, 8:30 p.m.
FUSA Movie - "Ghost" - Gonzaga, 7 & 9:30 p.m.

Lisa Kontomerkos - "I
believe FUSA should definitely
have more power in the University. They are representatives of
the student body, and, in my opinion, there are too many issues concerning us that we have no say in."

National College Poetry Contest
Open to all college students desiring to have
their poetry anthologized. Cash prizes will be awarded
to the top five poems. Deadline: March 31.
For Contest Rules send stamped envelope to:
International Publication, P.O. Box 44044-L, Los
Angeles, CA 90044.

Harlem
Globetrotters
Madison Square Garden
Feb. 17 @ 7:30 pm
tickets $20 (transportation incl.)
on sale in C.C.Lobby
Feb.7-Feb.15 during lunch and dinner

Discrimination
Rules Fail to
Stop Marine
Recruiters
Officials at the University
of Kansas and at Drake University
in Iowa announced that they will
permit the Marine Corps to recruit
in their placement offices despite
campus rules banning groups that
discriminate against homosexuals.
To make sure they're allowed onto the campuses, Marine
recruiters cited an obscure 1972
federal law that colleges cannot
receive research grants or financial aid from the Department of
Defense if the institutions bar military recruiters.
A Defense Dept. spokesman says there are no plans to use
the law to help it wedge recruiters
onto other campuses that have
complained about the military's
refusal to employ homosexuals.
Last October, the Association of American Law Schools began requiring its 158 member
schools to deny assistance to all
employers who do not comply with
the association's anti-discrimination policy.
Essentially the same argument has been used by students
wanting to ban the Reserve Officer
Training Corps (ROTC), which
also bars homosexuals, from operating on campuses.

GHOST
Feb. J) @ ltJpm
Feb. It] @ 7pm & J)pm
$2.t)() at the door
GONZAGA
AUDITORIUM
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Editorial Page

Take Action
Or They Will
. Kegs will be banned from the townhouses unless the student body comes up with an alternate solution to present to the administration and fast.
Members of the administration have threatened many times in the past that they would ban
kegs, but this time they mean business and such an
action could be passed down to the students at any
moment.
With the law set at 21 and federal funding on
the line, the administration's back is up against the
wall. Last semester there were many incidents of
underclassmen being rushed to the hospital due to
alcohol abuse and, right or wrong, the administration
is pointing the finger at the townhouses.
The banning of kegs will certainly lead to an
increase in the amount of hard alcohol both in the
residence halls and the townhouses, as well as a
greater migration to the beach. However, now is not
the time to make arguments. Now is the time for
those people we put into the offices of FUSA, FUTA,
and IRHG to come together and, through student
input, develop a reasonable and feasible plan to
present to the members of the administration.
The University is giving these select students
the opportunity to protect the rights of all students and
these students have an obligation to the rest of the
student body. Students over 21 have a legal right to
have a keg in their house and all members of the
University should have the right to socialize with the
entire community.
As the administration has said, the ball is in the
student's court. The administration is not looking to
unnecessarily take away the rights of its students,
but unless we give them another option that is exactly
what they are prepared to do.
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Letters to the Editor
Hayes thanks supporters, looks ahead to future of FUSA.
To the Editor:
This past week, I was
elected as the 46th President of the
Fairfield University Student Association.
I look forward to leading
FUSA to a new level of effectiveness and awareness in the next
twelve months. I stated in my
platform that my biggest goal will
be to increase student participation

and involvement with various activities.
I would like to thank all
those who helped me during my
campaign, your support was immeasurable. I would also like to
congratulate my opponent, Anne
Norton, for running a great campaign.
Finally, I would like to
thank all of the students who took
part in the election process by

voting. The number of students
who voted was encouraging, but
showed that there is still need for
improvement.
I will try to the best of my
abilities to serve all students in the
upcoming term and to work to
create a better Fairfield University.
Brian Hayes '92
President-Elect, FUSA

Students argue against proposal to ban kegs at townhouses.
To the Editor:
We would like to address
the administration's most recent
abuse of our rights as student of
Fairfield University— namely, the
consideration now being given to
banning kegs from the townhouses
by the University Council and Vice
President for Student Services, Mr.
William Schimpf.
We disagree with the course
of action now being taken by the
administration to ban kegs. Most
offensive is the fact that the administration delayed this action
until after all townhouse contracts
for next year had been signed.
Dean of Students, W. Laurence O'Neil, S.J., said just two
weeks ago that the new policy
regarding serving alcohol to minors at the townhouses would be
strictly enforced, and that the policy would not lead to the banning
of kegs.
Why doesn'tthe administration wait to see if the new policy
will be enforced by townhouse
residents?
After all, most
townhouses have already begun to
card students at the door, and many
smaller parties have been closed to

man class wasn't one of the adall except juniors and seniors.
Let's consider, for a mo- ministration'sbrightestideas. Why
ment, the problems that will arise not ban kegs and kill what little
if kegs are banned from the class unity we have left?
And how do grain parties
townhouses.
Dorm parties will increase. sound, Mr. Schimpf? Grain is a
In fact, there have already been wonderful thing; you can't taste it,
some massive dorm parties as a and you only need to drink a little
result of the new underage drink- bit to get drunk. Sounds like a
ing policy. And in case you've great new concept in hospital visforgotten, more dorm parties mean its.
We believe the administramore dorm damage, and will also
place even more pressure on al- tion should reconsider its position.
Many of next year's
ready-overworked RA's.
In addition, bottled beer townhouses will be all-senior, with
would create an unnecessary haz- every resident being twenty-one or
ard at parties at a time when the older. Under state law, these stuadministration has told us that dents may legally drink.
Give the new underage
alcohol-related incidents of violence have increased on campus. drinking policy a chance to work,
What better way to improve the and don't further separate the
situation than put a bottle instead .classes by banning kegs. Take a
good look around our campus;
of a cup into everyone's hands.
Also, more students will go Fairfield's alcohol situation is a lot
to the beach, causing an increase in better than most universities.
Do something constructive
conflicts with the community and
the police, not to mention increas- for a change.
ing the possibility of drunk drivJohn DiSciullo, '93
ing.
Tim Genecco, '92
The loss of townhouse parScott Larkin, '92
ties will even further separate the
Jim McElderry, '92
classes at Fairfield. We all know
Chris Roberge, '92
that separating this year's Fresh-

Judicial Officer defends crackdown on underage drinking.
To the Editor:
Last week's editorial and
recent articles in The Mirror regarding the enforcement of the
University's alcohol policy have
all neglected to mention one basic
fact— that Fairfield is enforcing a
policy based on Connecticut state
law, which prohibits both drinking
as a minor and serving or giving alcohol to minors.
The University is a part of
society, not a haven from i. And
the reality that needs to be dealt

with is not that college students
drink, but that it is illegal to drink
if you are not of age.
If underage students are
going to "drink whether it be on
campus or elsewhere" they are
making a choice to violate not only
the Fairfield University rules and
regulations, but also state law.
The Judicial System at Fairfield strives to encourage responsible behavior among its students,
which includes becoming a responsible member of society.
The alcohol policy and its

enforcement are not intended to
eliminate opportunites for socializing among the students. In actuality, I encourage each student I
see regarding alcohol infractions
to plan nonalcoholic activities so
that students don't have to complain "there's nothing else to do
but drink."
It would be great to see students channel their resources and
energy to do something about it.
Fran Koerting
Judicial Officer

Stags fan urges students to go animal, not go home.
To the Editor:
Have some Fairfield pride,
Mr. Earl of Sports, Tom Maguire.
Your article in last week's
issue of The Mirror, Go animal or
go home; so I left.— stop right
there. Hey, that will help a lot. I'm
sure the basketball team can rally
around a crowd in which you could
hear a pin drop in the Red Sea.
First of all, my compliments to all the dorms thus far in
their enthusiasm in participating in

the 6th Man section. Maybe some
of that will carry over into the Red
Sea.
Notice, I said red. Maybe
we could all start wearing red to
the games again.
Although I agree your
comments, Mr. Maguire, on the
play of the basketball team, now is
when they need our support the
most. How are they to believe they
can win when people like you
"leave" due to the play on the court?
If you're going to be a fan,

be one not only in fair-weather.
I'm sure many people
beside yourself will come out of
the woodwork to criticize the team.
This is nothing new to any sport.
But have some Fairfield pride
during the good and bad.
If you go to the games,
"Go Animal!" I guess you like to
sit quietly and watch the game.
Oops, you won't be
there— you left.
So says
Steve Minnick, '94

Literary magazine to award new prize to student writer.
To the Editor:
The Sound, Fairfield University's literary magazine, is glad
to announce the introduction of a
new award, The Lalomia Prize for
Literature.
The award will be awarded
to the author of the best work ap-

pearing either in this past Fall's
issue or the upcoming Spring edition.
The $500.00 prize will be
awarded during the week of May
5, 1991, and will be granted by a
committee of alumni, faculty, and
students.
Students can send their

submissions to Box N. We're
looking forward to receiving some
great work.
Also, there will be a poetry
reading on February 20 at 7:30 in
the Stag-her Inn for anyone who
would like to read or attend.
Jed Flaherty, '92
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Look out, the administration is at it again
And just when we were beginning to think it was safe out.
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
Don't look now, but the administration is up to its old tricks
again.
Just two weeks ago, asked
about the prospect of the University banning kegs from the
townhouses, Dean of Students, W.
Laurence O'Neil, S.J., told The
Mirror, "there are no plans to do
anything like that, at least not in
the foreseeable future."
But now that all the
townhouse contracts have been
signed for next year, the administration is suddenly whistling a
different tune.
At last week's University
Council meeting, Vice President
of Student Services, William
Schimpf, indicated that the University is poised to ban kegs pending any alternative proposals from
students.
But the administration
seems to have already made up its
narrow, little mind. And now that
we're all signed up for our
townhouses, any proposal by students short of banning root beer on

campus is all but sure to get shot
down.
Despite their recent crackdown on underage drinking, Mr.
Schimpf and other administrators
seem to have convinced themselves that the University will lose
federal funding if kegs aren't
banned in an attempt to prove that
we don't have an alcohol problem
here at Fairfield.
Oh well, if we don't have
one now, we will by the time these
guys are done screwing things up.
But banning kegs isn't the
real answer, and the administration knows it.
Even these guys must real-

ize that to ban kegs would merely
force students to drink more hard
liquor, or to leave campus all-together for the beach every weekend.
Hmm. An extra couple
hundred students should really ease
tensions between the University
and town residents— not to mention the police.
Let me tell you, you guys
are just brilliant.
I've got a proposal for you,
Mr. Schimpf. Instead of passing
more meaningless regulations, why
doesn't the University start enforcing the policies already in place to
control drinking on campus?
And instead of creating a
drinking problem by banning kegs,
why not try one or two of the
thirty-five other recommendations
made by your Alcohol Task Force?
I'msorry. I guess that would
make too much sense, huh?
And if you're serious about
getting proposals from students
(which we have no reason to think
you are), you may want toTet us
know about meetings at which these
kinds of decisions are going to be
made beforehand for a change so

Peace, Palestine, the press,
and public opinion
Some miscellaneous thoughts concerning the Gulf war.
John C. Blake
Staff Writer
The United States has
fought the Gulf war for three weeks
now, and several issues bear inspection.
Middle East Peace Conference. Expelling Iraq from
Kuwait will not solve the region's
problems. The United States
should prepare to contribute to a
U.N.-sponsored Middle East peace
conference.
Only negotiations and the
formulation of a serious foreign
policy towards the region will
help produce stability. America
should exercise prevention this
time around rather than be forced
to clean up after its own mess.
The Palestinian Question.
Israel has appeared restrained
throughout the war despite Iraqi
missile attacks. As the war continues and praise mounts for Israel's

non-intervention, the Palestinian
question is further removed from
international conscience.
Though they have helped
to keep the Arab coalition intact,
the world community should remember their lack of respect for
and abuse of Arabs has contributed significantly to the turmoil in
the region.
Hopefully, the United
States will not reward Israel by
avoiding the Palestinian issue and
will instead publicly condemn
them.
Military Censorship.
Claiming the press was responsible for losing the Vietnam war,
the military has put tight restraints
on journalists in the gulf.
Despite their claims, however, the press did not reveal any
tactical secrets in Vietnam. If
anything, they may have helped
the public to see the true picture
while General Westmoreland and

company were inflating enemy
body counts.
The military has overreacted
and should be able to give the press
more leeway without revealing
classified information. The lack of
news coming from the gulf is unnerving; it leads some to wonder if
Americans would find out if the
war began to go badly.
Public Opinion in the U.S.
Many Americans have voiced their
support of the war effort, and while
they have a right to their opinion, it
is disturbing to hear the complaints
made against those who oppose the
war.
It fa possible to support the
men and women in the gulf without agreeing with the war, and those
who cannot make that distinction
see only black-and-white.
That type of thinking (i.e.
America: love it or leave it) has
caused enough problems in this
nation.

WATCHING MY RIGHTS GO UP IN
SMOKE BEFORE MY CHICKEN PATTY
Betsy Guertin
Staff Writer
I'm sure you must know who
you are by now. After all, I've
asked you a couple of times to stop
smoking near me at Seilers.
But since you seem not to
hear or listen very well, I hope you
can read (although I probably
shouldn't get my hopes up since
you seem to be unable to read a
large NO SMOKING sign).
In case you didn't see it last
time I pointed it out to you, it's the
grey sign right above the door
near the ice cream bar.
And there's another sign
down at the other end, right next to
the door near the soup. That one
has a big green arrow that says,

This Area, Eating, Drinking and
SmokingIf you don't understand
something, you could always ask
someone else who may be able to
explain it to you better than I have.
I know what you're thinking that you have a Constitutional right
to smoke; this is a free country and
you are an adult. But remember,
I also have a Constitutional right
not to inhale your second-hand
smoke.
That's why I sit deep in the
NO SMOKING section.
I'm sure you've heard the
Surgeon General's report about
the hazards of smoking. I can see
you've made your choice and I'm
not trying to stop you. But I should
be allowed to make my choice

too. I choose not to smoke and not
to inhale other people's smoke.
And I know that you enjoy
your cigarettes. Like the kid said
in Stand By Me, there's nothing
like a smoke after a meal.
But not everyone enjoys the
smoke after a meal, or during a
meal. Personally, your smoke
makes my food taste foul, makes
my eyes water and ruins my meal.
That's the reason that I have sat in
the NO SMOKING section for two
and a half years.
I'm not asking you not to smoke.
By all means, enjoy your meals to
the fullest extent. I am only asking
you to be polite and sit in the
smoking area of the cafeteria so
that other people can enjoy their
meals as well.

that we can attend.
After all, Murray Farber
does a great job of spreading the
word every time somebody gives
the University a million or two,
I'm sure he could swing something that simple.
And since this whole thing
is about money anyway, instead of
banning kegs, why not ask Mr.
Dolan to kick back some of those
profits his cable company is raking
in from the students up at North
Campus to make up for any federal
funding that the University loses.

We'll even let him work
the tap.
In any case, stop embarrassing yourselves by trying to
pass this whole thing off as an act
of concern for the students. We've
seen this trick too many times to
fall for it again.
Because when you get right
down to it, the fact is that you want
to see kegs banned from the
townhouses, not for our benefit,
but for the one thing that you always seem to put above the students: M-O-N-E-Y.

FUSA, IMPORTANT
AND POWERFUL
Jennifer Benson
Staff Writer
Last week's issue of The Mirror included an article by Commentary Editor, Mark A. Sarro, entitled What can FUSA really do now
that playtime is over.
But classifying last week's presidential election as "playtime" is
something I would hope most of the Fairfield student body wouldn't do.
The election should not be considered meaningless, considering the
office of FUSA president brings with it significant responsibilities.
It is this position that not only plans programming for the 199192 semesters, but also addresses the complaints of students directly to the
administration.
It is also a misconception that the resolutions passed in the FUSA
Senate are insignificant. For it is through these bills that the administration becomes aware of student concerns and policy issues. Without
these resolutions, most of these concerns would go unaddressed due to
the lack of voice of most students.
To consider last week's election as meaningless is to say nothing
important ever comes out of the office of FUSA president. We must not
forget the reinstatement of the third reading day, or the current attempts
being made to gather statistical evidence to demonstrate the flaws in the
present Freshman housing policy.
If FUSA weren't doing anything with the power awarded it by
the administration, it would be fair to say that the elections were simply
a time to "get all dressed up" and "play with the voting machines" as Mr.
Sarro suggested last week.
However, if FUSA successfully uses its power of voicing the
concerns of Fairfield's student body, the administration will have no
choice to take notice.
With the help of the entire student body, FUSA may even be able
to acquire more power in the future. After all, it only hurts the
administration and the University to have an angry student body.
Maybe then the administration will not only listen, but will act.

THE LESSONS OF THE
WAR IN THE GULF
A.J. Mancini
Staff Writer
Nobody likes war. Why would they? War stinks. People die, cities
are destroyed, people are scared, and so on. There seems to be little good
that can be said about war, or is there?
What? Something good about war? Yes. Let's take the war in the
Gulf as an example. (I just hate to jump on the bandwagon, but what the
heck.)
Let's focus for a moment on what good has come out of the current
crisis. First and foremost, there is a rejuvenated sense of American pride,
and camaraderie. It seems that the country has pulled together to support
the cause, which is what this country really needed to do eventually. As
a nation, we were losing sight of what our ties really meant.
In addition, there has been a recent push to both reduce our dependence on foreign oil and look for other non-oil energy sources. With new
energy sources, we will stop polluting our atmosphere, and there will be
a great many new markets created that will both create more jobs here
at home and help our economy by not importing so much oil.
This is definitely a plus.
In more subtle ways, the war has also helped our overall situation
at home.
It has given people something to take their minds off the dire
economic situation we now face. And in addition to testing our entire
government set-up as a whole, it has allowed us to really find out just how
competent President Bush is. It has also shown us that the billions of
dollars we have been spending on the military have not been wasted.
(Currently, I am debating whether or not this is a positive result.)
I'm sure there are other things I can pick out, but these seem the
most major.
So, am I implying that this war is beneficial? Definitely not. But,
I am merely pointing out that there are good things that have happened
as a result of this war. Hopefully, we will one day and look back and see
that despite how bad things were, there were many valuable lessons that
could be learned.
I just hope we as a nation could learn these lessons without having to
go to war. But, maybe that's asking for too much.
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More thoughts on the war
Another dose of reality for all you liberals out there.
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor

prepared by their Iraqi captors in
violation of every one of the Geneva Conventions?
And wasn't it Saddam
Hussein who attacked the civilian
population of Israel— a nation
which had absolutely nothing to
do with this war? And wasn't it he
who senselessly poured millions
of gallons of oil into the Gulf, creating needless environmental
damage?
Apparently, he is the only

convince itself, compliments of
Saddam Hussein.
You should be proud of
As the Gulf war has heated
yourselves— Saddam is.
up, so too has the debate between
The senseless suggestion that
supporters of the President's Gulf
the President and the Pentagon are
policy and the "liberal sewage" of
abusing the Constitution's first
which I spoke in this column two
amendment, for example, by unweeks ago.
necessarily restricting freedom of
I apologize to anyone with
the press is fairy tale. Clearly, the
the misfortune of falling into that
SCUD by SCUD coverage of this
category, for having shattered your
war is unprecedented in history.
mindless illusions about the viaDo we really need Dan
bility of catchy little phrases
H Rather giving us casualty
like "give peace a chance" as
{counts from Dhahran every
real policy options for the
I day?
United States government to
By the way, all you
pursue.
peaceniks out there may be
Sorry, but there are no
interested to know that I too
four-word answers to the threat
rode that bus from Fairfield
our world now faces in the
University to Washington,
military dictatorship of SadD.C. two weekends ago.
dam Hussein.
I went to represent the
President Bush has
eighty-three percent of Amershown more than reasonable
ica which disagrees with you,
restraint in responding to this
and which supports the Presithreat. But he clearly realizes
dent and his policy. But more
what even liberal America
importantly, I went to support
must realize but refuses to
all of the men and women
admit - that sanctions would
whose lives have been impernot have forced an Iraqi withiled not by our government's
drawal from Kuwait, but
actions, but by the actions of
would have only allowed the Counter-demonstrators at the White House Saddam Hussein.
devastation of that nation and support the allied action against Saddam.
So stop flattering yourits population to become even more one for whom this war is about oil. selves.
No one is questioning your
So why doesn't Amnesty
devastating.
It is against the backdrop of International, or Greenpeace, or first amendment right to express
his own experience as a fighter another one of those holier-than- your views. We're questioning
pilot in World War II that Presi- thou, leftist organizations hold your decision to exercise that right
in such an irresponsible manner
dent Bush has formed his Gulf him accountable for his actions?
Why doesn't liberal Amer- and at such an inappropriate time.
policy, a policy consistent with all
Where were all of you in the
twelve U.N. resolutions, as well as ica hold him accountable for his
almost six months between Auboth the U.S. Constitution and the actions?
Why do all of you, instead, gust 2 and January 15 when the
will of the American public.
Why didn't any of you who continue to fantasize that this is a United Nations, the Congress, and
went to Washington, D.C. two war about economic greed when the rest of America was discussing
weekends ago demand that Sad- the United States and its allies will the Gulf crisis?
Surely, it's not the President
dam Hussein give peace a chance? spend billions of their own dollars
or the Pentagon, but you who are
After all, wasn't it his ag- fighting this war?
blatantly abusing the first amendWake up, people.
gression that started this whole
In your zeal to bash the Bush ment in your charade of support
thing? And wasn't it his government that held thousands of administration, you've let your- for the fighting men and women in
"guests" in Iraq against their will selves be duped by the propaganda the Gulf, and in your arrogant
of the Iraqi government into be- parade through the streets of our
for use as human shields?
And wasn't it he who pa- lieving that this war is somehow a nation's capital in support of Sadraded badly beaten allied pilots lie. But the only lies surrounding dam Hussein.
I'm sure our troops are very
through the streets of Baghdad, this war are those of which liberal
forcing them to make statements America has been all to eager to appreciative to you.
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$4,325 per semester for Wisconsin
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REFORMING
THE GREAT AMERICAN
WELFARE STATE
Using common sense to promote
the common good.
Lou Spadaccini
Staff Writer

If you ever want to see where your tax dollars go, visit a bank on
the third or fourth day of each month. During this time, you can witness
first hand the failure of the welfare state. As a bank teller, the number
of transfer payments I cash never ceases to amaze me.
The current welfare state is inefficient, easily abused and overly
bureaucratic. Some programs are worthwhile, others need to be improved and a few should be eliminated altogether.
Many Americans have become entirely too reliant on transfer
payments, considering them to be a permanent part of their lifestyle. The
economic problems that can be caused by this type of system are being
learned the hard way.
When wealth is too evenly distributed, the work force's desire to
achieve is diminished and efficiency declines. Not only are the unemployed given less incentive to find work, but those with jobs have little
reason to take on new responsibilities.
Transfer payments should never reach the point where they are
considered alternatives to employment or continuing one's education .
It is unfortunate that the government will pay a teenage girl to have a
child, but will not grant her a low interest loan for a college education.
Programs like Workfare, which requires unemployed individuals
to work for their welfare payments, should be expanded because they
enhance the community and teach people valuable skills.
Just about every item in the 1990 budget, including defense, was
cut to reduce the deficit. But when the President asked congress to make
the smallest of cuts in Medicare spending, a blue-haired rebellion almost
broke out.
When faced with such a large debt, transfer payments should not
be considered immune to change. People sometimes have to put
emotions aside and do what is truly best for the country.
Billions of dollars can be cut from the welfare state without
reducing a penny of individual aid. How can this be done? By simply
consolidating the system and eliminating some of the bureaucracy.
Welfare, social security, child support and other programs could
be lumped together under one agency. This new agency would decide
how much money each individual and family would receive by analyzing information provided on tax forms filled with the IRS.
Obsolete programs like food stamps, which are easily traded for
cash on the streets, could be fazed out. The value people previously
derived from food stamps would be added in with their welfare, child
support, etc., to form one check instead of three.
A new program like this would take time and money to establish,
but eventually, it would work to everyone's benefit. Transfer payments
are an important and necessary aspect of society. But, reform is needed
and common sense should be used.

ATTEND THE LONG RANGE HEARINGS,
AND LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD.
Check Campus Center lobby for dates
and times, and sign-up to speak out.
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• International Student Village
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SPONSORING COLLEGES
Keene State College, NH
Mohegan Community College
DR. JOHN MCLEAN
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
(203) 886-1931 Ext. 243
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Ecuador, Colombia, China, Switzerland.
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Students, learning to read between the lines
Joseph M. Labella
Staff Writer

It seems that an attitude has
developed among some students
toward others here at Fairfield—
that what some students say or
how they say it is considered by
others to be wrong or impolite.
Unfortunately, people on
this campus have a tendency to
reject things on the basis of form
rather then content.
College is supposed to be a
place where the individual sees
things for what they are, and is
supposed to expose students to a
number of different ideas presented
in just as many different ways.
For years, The Mirror has
been Fairfield's only studentnewspaper, and the only one to report on
what is really happening at the
University. Of course, there's now
Campus Currents (the brainchild
of the administration), but it is still
The Mirror which most accurately reports the news from both
within and beyond our campus.

Forthisreason,virtually all
of Fairfield's students, faculty, and
administrators anxiously await
publication of The Mirror every
Thursday, rushing to read cheers
and boos and the rest of the paper
(usually in that order).
Having become so accustomed to the format of The Mirror, however, many people seemed
to be under the mistaken impression that its only role is to report
the news, a notion which has now
been shattered by resurgence of
the Commentary section over the
past two years.
Webster's Dictionary defines "commentary" as a systematic series of explanations or interpretations, as of a writing; an
expression of opinion.
But the word opinion apparently disturbs many students,
especially when the opinion expressed is one that is critical of
something sacred— like the
Church, or the Quick Center, or
(heaven forbid) FUSA.
And many are quick to criti-

cize the way in which something is agreement, so that both sides of an offense to particular styles of writsaid or written, rather than looking issue may be expressed publicly.
ing, which they see as lacking soat the validity of its content, which
The suggestion that some called civility.
merely serves to circumvent the commentary is too harsh, or that a
But surely The Mirror,
issues being presented.
writer's style is offensive to some like the University itself, should be
The purpose of a Commen- readers, is completely ridiculous.
a place where people have the
tary section is to present the views
Students should bring to right to express their views on the
of individuals who feel strongly light the issues facing all of us, so issues at hand in whatever manner
about particular issues worthy of that they may be resolved through they see fit. It should be a forum
being discussed in a pubic forum. debate. But the only thing being for ideas to be expressed, and not
Commentary pieces try to get brought to light on this campus is suppressed simply because of the
people to think about these issues— that students are too quick to take tone or style of someone's writing.
often an impossible task at Fairfield.
If someone disagrees
with the opin- "If we fight in anger, it is because we have to fight at all."
-President Bush, on the war in the Gulf during last week's State of the
ions expressed in
Union
address.
a commentary,
then that indi"As far as I know, there are no plans to do anything like that, at least not in the forevidual should re- seeable future."
spond in a clear
-W. Laurence O'Neil, Dean of Students, on the likelihood that the Univerand intelligent sity will ban kegs at the townhouses.
manner by submitting a Letter "I didn't want to lose by 35."
to the Editor ex-Mitch Buonaguro, Stags' head coach, on why he decided to press LaSalle
plaining the rea- when the Stags were down by 20 in the second half of last Thursday's game.
sons for the dis-
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Our
search for
future
leaders
begins
today.
The Individual Insurance Business Unit is the largest business unit within the
Prudential family of companies. Through our Management Development Program,
you can gain the range and level of experience necessary to enable you to take your
place among the foremost leaders of our organization.
Our goal is to turn a handful of the most energetic, ambitious students into the
most well-rounded business professionals in the industry. You will choose a career
track in Administration, Comptrollership, Systems or Marketing. And through our
one-on-one mentor program, you'll be working with leading executives in every vital
area of our business.
By exposing you to the broadest possible range of business and community
activities, we're not just training managers; we're creating the leadership corps that
will take one of the world's most respected companies solidly into the future.
Only a select few wijl qualify. If you're up to the challenge, be sure to sign up
for our interview schedule with your placement office. Our Executives will be on
campus March 1. An equal opportunity employer.
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Hurry and See "Run"

happenings

Patrick Dempsey Stars in a Fine Action Picture
Tony Germinario
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor
Following the (ahem!)
depth of last week's review, I figured that I was deserving of a bit of
a break from heavy films.
Shakespeare wore me out a little
bit, so I decided to check out
something a little less demanding.
I chose "Run", a new movie starring Patrick Dempsey and Kelly
Preston, and I was quite pleased
with my choice.
Dempsey, who also starred
in "Can't Buy Me Love" and
"Loverboy ", stars as Charlie Faller,
a heady Harvard Law Student who
uses his brains and his charm to
make his way through school.
He works on the side as a
mechanic and to make a few extra
bucks, he takes on the assignment
of driving his boss's car, a 911
Porsche, down to Atlantic City for
a rich client.
On the way, the Porsche
breaks down and Charlie spends
some time gambling in an illegal,
"behind the bar" casino. He winds
up getting into a big poker game
and wins big, unfortunately against
the owner of the casino, a big,
tough, mean type named Denny
Halloran.
Denny gets kind of ticked
off at Charlie's charm and also at
losing all this money so he picks a
fight. During the fracas, Denny
trips over his own feet, hits his
head on the side of a wall, and dies
without Charlie even taking a

6P&
swing.
Since the town is run by
Denny's dad, Matt Halloran, somebody has to pay, and you just know
its going to be the stranger in town,
Charlie. He then must spend the
rest of his time trying to get out of
the town with the help of Karen,
the only real honest person in the
town played by Preston.
This idea has been done
hundreds of times (most recently
in "Road House") and you know,
going into the film, that it is all
going to be kind of mindless. But
"Run" still manages to be an enjoyable movie. It's good clean fun
mixed in with a lot of action. It's
non-stop from the get-go. Each
predicament leads right into another and is complemented by
some funny and timely one-liners.
Dempsey is a good actor
and gives a very sympathetic performance in the role of Charlie. He

is believable in the role of this
psuedo-hero who escapes from
corruption by the seat of his pants,
or more accurately by the seat of
someone else's pants as you will
see in the movie.
What I especially liked is
the way the film kept his demeanor
throughout. He didn't become this
vindictive character, but stayed
within his character.
There were some holes in
the movie, however. Kelly Preston,
who is extremely enjoyable to look
at, seems to have almost a noninstrumental role in the film. Her
part is very limited and is even left
out in the ending after being shot.
There is not enough development between her character and
Dempsey. Just when you think
they are going to get together, she
disappears. Too bad.
The film also doesn't tie in
enough of Charlie's past. You
don't really know enough about
the character to understand all of
his actions, but in the end you
really don't mind. Dempsey creates such a likable character that
you are able to overlook such flaws.
Well, in conclusion, if you
are looking for some involving,
thought- provoking entertainment,
you might want to make a stop at
your local bookstore. "Run" isn't
the film for you.
But, if you just want to kick
back and just have some mindless
fun and excitement, you'll enjoy
this film, despite its predictability.
That'sitforthisweek. Until
next time, I'll see you at the flix.

One More Spring Unique Play
Russian actor Josif Schneiderman, is unique in that the actors
gave their lines in sign language
while actors on the sides or in the
background verbally gave the same
lines. These same actors were also
participants in the scenes, playing
various roles from a newspaper
boy to a police officer.
This added an interesting
twist because the audience had to
decipher when the actor or actress
was giving his or her own lines or
the verbal lines of another charac-

Elizabeth Leilani Davis
Staff Writer
Those who missed last Thursday night's performance of One
More Spring lost the opportunity
to see one of the most unique shows
to come to Fairfield.
The National Theatre for the
Deaf performed at the Kelley
Theatre on January 30 at 8 pm.
The play is an adaptation of the
novel by Robert Nathan.
One More Spring, featuring

ircle
TOWING

ter. There were about three main
characters so it was not too difficult to determine which part the
actor was saying.
It also gave the audience a
chance to step into the world of the
deaf, if only for two hours.
The play takes place in Central Park.
The leading male roles meet
each other and later find themselves homeless with a bed as their
only possession. They luckily
befriend a maintenance man that
works in the park
and allows them
to live in a shack
there.
The remaincontinued p. 17)
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No One Could Touch M.C.
Hammer at the American
Music Awards
Brian P. Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
Award shows are, in general,
inane popularity contests, but the
American Music Awards show
takes the cake.
Broadcast by ABC on Monday, January 28th, the show featured meaningless awards, shallow
humor, lackluster performances and cheesy tributes. The only highlight was a fine live performance by INXS. Playing their latest single,
"Disappear," the band sounded so tight that I thought they were lipsyncing.
Hosted by a tackily dressed Keenan Ivory Wayans, star and
creator of Fox Television's "In Living Color," the telecast began with
an extremely unfunny comedy bit featuring a poor impression of late
night star Arsenio Hall.
The show never took off from there. The awards were meaningless and presented by such strange pairings as a country singer and
Bart Simpson, and Al B. Sure and Melissa Manchester.
Categories overlapped and some very fine efforts by artists were
overlooked, even in the nominations. Artists (I use that term loosely
here) like Janet Jackson, M.C. Hammer and Vanilla Ice were listed
under three different categories (Pop/Rock, Soul/Rhythym and Blues,
and Rap). And, usually, they won in all three.
In many cases they prevented other artists from being nominated
(i.e Jane's Addiction, The Black Crowes, Living Colour, and Ice
Cube) and/or winning (i.e. Sinead O'Connor for Favorite Female Pop/
Rock Artist and Public Enemy for Favorite Rap Album "Fear of A
Black Planet").
The winners of these awards are determined by a random survey
of 20,000 people nationwide. They are given a list of nominees and
asked to choose their favorites among them. However, they are not
allowed to deviate from the nominees and therefore may not be
choosing who they really feel should win. Immediately, the results of
this survey are limited and thus, the popularity of these artists is
inaccurate.
Viewers of the seventh annual disaster were treated to, and in
some cases punished by, live performances given by INXS, M.C.
Hammer, New Kids on the Block, country singer Reba McEntire,
Gloria Estefan and Vanilla Ice, among others. Outside of McEntire's
performance, this was basically a glorified top forty radio show.
Merle Haggard and Gloria Estefan were the beneficiaries (or
should I say victims?) of two tributes. Merle Haggard was honored for
his "outstanding contribution over a long period of time" to the music
industry. And, Gloria Estefan was duly recognized for her triumphant
comeback from a near-fatal bus accident.
Unfortunately, these tributes were handled poorly. Case in point,
the Merly Haggard medly and the film of Estefan pumping iron bored
the audience more than it inspired them.
Overall, the seventh annual American Music Awards can be
classified as a waste of time for true fans of music and a bore to couch
potatoes with nothing else to do.
AND IN THE NEWS... The Walsh Art Gallery will feature
"Images of the Divine," starting February 22nd. Among the Old
Masters presented will be a rare print of Albrecht Durer's woodcut
"The Four Avenging Angels."
For those of you who care, here are the other winners on the
(continued on page 16)
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30" PIZZA

FOR THE NEXT CALLER!
In celebration of turning the big 3-0, Domino's Pizza® will deliver a
medium pizza with your favorite topping for just 30f when you order
a large Domino's Pizza at the regular price So hurry and get to a phone

Delivery areas limited to ensure sate driving
©1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA!
Hours: till lam Sun.-Thurs. til 2am Fri. & Sat.
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"Good Sports": Amusing Entertainment
Chris Snyder
Staff Writer

It seems that now, in the early
nineties, the wonderful world of
television has regained some steam
which it had lost temporarily.
One catalyst for this redemption of power has been the transition of some of our most prominent movie stars to the smaller
field of television. First, it was
Burt Reynolds, and then it was
Jamie Lee Curtis. Now, real life
lovers Farrah Fawcett and Ryan

O'Neil have paved a way into our
living rooms with the sitcom "Good
Sports."
"Good Sports" is a funny,
well-written show about two
people who can't stand one another, yet they work and live in the
same building. Both of them are
newscasters and they constantly
bash each other on and off the air.
The episode I watched had
some amusing jokes, but I was left
to wonder how long this kind of
plot could work until it begins to
wear thin.

The whole thirty minutes is
simply this man and woman in
constant debate and endlessly at
each other's throats.
If "Good Sports" wants to
maintain its current success, two
things need to be done: first, have
about twenty less commercial
breaks; and second, introduce us
to some other protagonists so that
Fawcett and O'Neil do not always
have to carry the load.
As it stands, "Good Sports"
is, quite simply, adequate entertainment.

happenings (continued)
seventh annual American Music Awards. These are the ones I did not announce last week:
FAVORITE POP/ROCK SINGLE: "Blaze of Glory," Jon Bon Jovi
FAVORIT HEAVY METAL ARTIST: Aerosmith
FAVORITE HEAVY METAL ALBUM: "Dr. Feelgood," Motley Crue
FAVORITE NEW HEAVY METAL ARTIST: Slaughter
FAVORITE SOUL/R&B MALE ARTIST: M.C. Hammer
FAVORITE SOUL/R&B FEMALE ARTIST: Janet Jackson
FAVORITE SOUL/ R&B BAND, DUO OR GROUP: Tony! Toni! Tone!
FAVORITE SOUL/R&B SINGLE: "U Can't Touch This," M.C. Hammer
FAVORITE SOUL/R&B ALBUM: "Please Hammer Don't Hurt 'Em," M.C. Hammer
FAVORITE NEW SOUL/R&B ARTIST: Bell BIv DeVoe
FAVORITE RAP ARTIST: M.C. Hammer
FAVORIT RAP ALBUM: "Please Hammer Don't Hurt 'Em," M.C. Hammer
FAVORITE NEW RAP ARTIST: Vanilla Ice
FAVORITE DANCE ARTIST: Janet Jackson
FAVORITE DANCE SINGLE: "Vogue," Madonna
FAVORITE NEW DANCE ARTIST: Bell Biv DeVoe
FAVORITE MALE COUNTRY ARTIST: George Strait
FAVORITE FEMALE COUNTRY ARTIST: Reba McEntire
FAVORITE COUNTRY BAND, DUO OR GROUP: Alabama
FAVORITE COUNTRY SINGLE: "If Tomorrow Never Comes," George Strait
FAVORITE COUNTRY ALBUM: "Reba Live," Reba McEntire
FAVORITE NEW COUNTRY ARTIST: The Kentucky HeadHunters
M.C. Hammer lead all award-winners with five awards. He was followed by Janet Jackson with
three. Both M.C. Hammer and Janet Jackson won awards in three different categories.

Write for
The
Mirror!
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Home Video View:
Welles' "Citizen Kane" Must
Be Experienced
Patrick McCarthy
Staff Writer

Orson Welles was touted 'The Boy Wonder' when he came to
RKO Pictures in 1939. His infamous "War of the Worlds" radio
broadcast of one year earlier had brought him to the studio's attention
and they quickly signed him to a generous contract. Welles utilized
the talents of his Mercury Theatre Players (including Agnes Moorehead and Joseph Cotton) and recruited ace cinematographerGregg Toland for what was only his second film as director. Despite Welles'
status as an amateur auteur, the film, "Citizen Kane," overcame initial
speculation to become known internationally as the greatest work in
cinema history.
Why has "Citizen Kane" earned critical kudos from generation
after generation of critics? Much of its greatness lies in the way its
story is told. Welles combined the established techniques of the Expressionistic Cinema with his own innovative ideas to virtually create
a new vocabulary of film. In America alone, "Kane's" murky, lowkey lighting engendered the film noirof the 1940's.
"Citizen Kane" is the biography of fictional newspaper magnate
Charles Foster Kane (Orson Welles). The magnificent, Oscar-winning screenplay (ironically, the film's only Oscar; 1941 's Best Picture
was John Ford's classic "How Green Was My Valley") recounts
Kane's life through the memories of his friends and enemies in an
effort to make sense of his mysterious dying word, "Rosebud."
Indeed, Welles slaved to break new ground with every frame of
the film. The techniques he used were not new; D.W. Griffith and his
disciples had often used devices like the crane shot, the close-up and
deep-focus photography. Prior to Welles, however, no director had
used them in such dazzling profusion. His painstaking mise-en-scene
comes through in every shot; the movie contains not one carelesslyphotographed image.
Gregg Toland's masterful photography was only one of "Kane's"
stylistic breakthroughs. The expressive use of music in the film
stretched its influence to a generation of filmakers ("Psycho's" shrill
score had it origins in "Kane"). Robert Wise's brilliant editing (as in
the classic opening, when Kane's poignant death scene merges into the
harsh "March of Time" sequence) set new industry standards. Even
the film's narrative, with its eclectic movement, violated the traditonal
mode of cinematic storytelling.
"Citizen Kane's" inventiveness went unappreciated by its contemporary public; they simply didn't know what to do with it. Its
indifferent business eroded RKO's confidence in their Boy Wonder
and as a result they butchered his next film, 1942's "The Magnificent
Ambersons." "Citizen Kane" changed the face of the movies forever.
It remains a must-see for any student of film, and for any admirer of
motion pictures. Words cannot describe it; it must be experienced to
be believed.
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Urban Bush Women to Perform at the Quick Center
The Urban Bush Women, a
New York City-based dance troupe
that universalizes the suffering,
dignity and survival of AfricanAmericans by mixing modern and
jazz choreography with Carribean
and African rhythms, tribal chants
and ghetto swagger, will perform
on Wednesday, February 13, at 8
p.m. in the Regina A. Quick Center
for the Arts.
Through the driving immediacy of live music, the drama and
wit of the spoken word, a cappella
vocal sounds based on field hollers, chants, improvisational vocalization and, especially, the force
of movement, the Urban Bush
Women explore the struggle and
growth of the human spirit.
Established in 1984 by Artistic Director Jawole Willa Jo
Zollar, the company of formally
trained black dancers express a
common humanity in scenes such
as a birthing ceremony, a teenage
pajama party, a rural church, and a
hot Southern night that also expresses larger themes of sisterhood
forged in the dignity found through
suffering, and joy wrested from
survival.
Urban Bush Women celebrates the African-American experience and the unity of all women.
The program at Fairfield
will include "LifeDance II...The
Papess (mirror in the waters)," that
probes individual's public and
private personaa; an excerpt from
the full-length work "Heat" entitled "Lipstick...A Poo-Wop Di-

lemma," a look at lipstick as a
weapon in the game of sexual politics; "I Don't Know, But I've Been
Told If You Keep on Dancin'
You'll Never Grow Old," dedicated to those who keep the spirit
of dance alive; "Girlfriends," about
the support and camraderie shared
among women; and "Shelter," an
angry look at homelessness.
Zoller has danced for 34

years, having started as a five-yearold trouper in Kansas City cabarets. She studied and taught modern dance at Florida State but found
Western dance forms limiting for
her. In 1984 she assembled the
Urban Bush Women.
The seven-woman troupe
has presented major seasons in New
York, at the Ethnic folk Arts Center, Clark Center for the Perform-

ing Arts, La Mama, Serious Fun!
at Lincoln Center, and The Kitchen.
The company has toured
throughout Europe and Israel and
widely in the U.S., including appearances at the Los Angeles Festival and the Painted Bride Art
Center in Philadelphia, as well as
residencies in Boston, Atlanta and

Minneapolis.
Zollar was singled out by
U.S. News & World Report in 1988
as a dance artist to watch.
Tickets cost $15, $12 and
$ 10, with a two- dollar discount for
seniors and students.
For more information call
254-4010.

One More Spring a
Unique Performance

(continued from 14)
der of the play deals with the goings on of the. characters inside the
shack. The plot is a bit fanciful, but it does show the plight of the
homeless during the Great Depression.
Those in the audience could see a striking resemblance to the
homeless in today's society. The play left many in the audience pondering the sensitive issue of homelessness.
This adaptation of One More Spring is definitely one of the best
things to come to Fairfield. The Quick Center has invited many
talented performers to come to Fairfield this semester. The actors in
One More Spring were just the beginning.

WVOF TOP TEN
1. Bob Marley and the Wailers- Bend Down Low
2. Pop Will Eat Itself - XY & Zee
3. Jesus Jones - International Bright Young Thing
4. Book of Love - Alice Everyday
5. Sting - Mad About You
6. Judas Priest - Night Crawler
7. Enigma - Sadness Part I
8. Black Box - Open Your Eyes
9. The Replacements - When It Began
10. Blue Rodeo - Til I Am Myself Again

Jawole Willa Jo Zollar in her "LifeDance I...The Magician (the
Return of She)"

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

HONG KONG
KITCHEN

Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet

• CHINESE FOOD TAKE OUT •

During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right—
20poundsin 14 days! The basis of thediet is chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy
is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full" —no starvation
— because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether
you work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the
same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order
today. Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only $10.00 ($10.50 for Rush Service)- to: SlimQuik, P.O.Box 103,
Dept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in
two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. © 1990
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Get A Life!
Your first job is more than just a place to begin your career.
It's where you'll receive the training and development that will help
determine your future. You've set high standards - so have we.
We are looking for individuals with a proven analytical .
ability; effective verbal and written communication skills;
commitment, initiative, flexibility and creativity. We hire
graduates with degrees in arts and sciences, economics,
finance, accounting, information systems, and marketing. MORE
Your professional
life is important. So is
your personal life.
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We'd like to meet you and learn more about your
expectations. Look for us on campus on the following dates:
Date: February 20 & 21. 1991
Time: 9am-4pm
Location: Career Planning Center,
Dolan Hall
For further information contact your
placement office.
Aetna is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Swimmers travel to Trinity
and split over the weekend
Mary Gallagher
Contributing Writer
The Fairfield Women's
Swim Team had two regular season meets this past week. On
Wednesday January 28, the Lady
Swimmers hosted and were defeated by Southern Connecticut.
However, the Lady Swimmers were able to bounce back
with a strong win over Trinity on
the road by a score of 57 to 38.
The Lady Stags had eight
first place finishes against Trinity.
Among these first place finishes
were the 400 medley relay with
Cynthia Mogro, Elizabeth

McLoughlin, Joan Laux and Jeanne
Beckham and the 400 freestyle
relay with Jessica Bannon, Samantha Mele, Kate Bannan and Kate
Heller.
Other first place finishers in
individual events were Kate Heller
for 1000 meter freestyle and 100
fly, Joan Laux for the 100 freestyle
and Elizabeth McLoughlin for the
100 breaststroke.
Liz McLoughlin said of the
victory, "It was great to have a win
at the end of our season."
The next meet they will face
will be the MAAC Championships
Friday February 8th at La Salle
University.

On College Hoops
Tom O'Reilly
Assistant Sports Editor

Greg Hindy
Contributing Writer

This past weekend, the Men' s
Swim Team journeyed to Trinity
College where they were defeated
in their last regular season meet.
Although It was a disappointing
trip, there were some very impressive individual performances.
There were two first place
finishes among the men's team.
Greg Zielinski captured first place
in the 200 meter freestyle. The
relay team of Jim Tumey, Scott
Biniak, Eric Centner and Jose
Fajardo placed first in the 400
Freestyle Relay.

Lady Stags move into MAAC penthouse
(Continued from p. 20)
In the second half, Lisa Mikelie dazzled the crowd with her no
look passes, collecting the first six
assists for the Lady Stags and
roused the lead to 30, scoring the
next two hoops. After gathering
five assists in the first half, she
finished with a school record 14.
"She knows who's been
hustling and she'll get it in her
mind to get them the ball," Nolan
commented.
Friel collected hercareer high
tenth assist, feeding Abromovitch

for a lay up with five minutes left in
the contest. "The Niagara coach
was yelling 'Leave her open' and
sometimes this can play a mind
game, but Lynne was able to make
them pay," Nolan said.
In this victory, four Lady
Stags finished in double figures.
Regarding the scoring column,
Elsermade 10 ofher 13 shots from
the field, earning 22 points, Sacca
added 21, going seven of seven
from the line; and Abromovitch
and Mikelic both gained 17, giving
Lisa a double-double (17 points,
14 assists), her second of the sea-

son.
Stag Notes: The team is (145, 7-1 in the MAAC) and riding a
17 game homecourt win streak.
They are showing good comraderie and good chemistry, finding
the open person on the court. Nolan
senses that the "kids are getting
pretty excited now." If this true,
Nolan's smiles will continue and
the rest of the season will be extremely fun to watch as a Lady
Stag fan. ... The Lady Stag go on
the road next week with games at
Loyola, La Salle and St. Peter's
Collge.

What's wrong with the Stags?
I don't think I'm telling anyone anything they didn't know
when I say that the Fairfield University Men's Basketball team is not
playing well.
I don't want to start nitpicking, but this is not the same Stag team
that started the season. Early in the season, the team seemed alive and
going, full of energy. Now, it seems as though some players are just
going through the motions.
I really thought that this was the year Fairfield would get back
into the thick of things in the MAAC. The up-tempo offense seemed
to have the players and the fans more excited, and it was producing
desirable results.
But what has happened to the up-tempo offense? As the Stags
have continued to lose, the running has decreased as have the points.
In the last two games, Fairfield has scored just 123 points, 61.5 points
per game! That is more reminiscent of the last few years rather than
the run and gun basketball we were supposed to see this year.
Fairfield's half-court offense is just not that good. They have
consistently failed to hit the outside shot (particularly the three-point
shot which was supposed to be a big weapon for the Stags this year),
and are not quick enough to tak6 the ball to the basket. It seems to me
that every effort possible should be made to get the other team into a
run and gun affair, pushing the ball up and down the court ala Loyola
Marymount or even Central Connecticut State. The Stags just cannot
compete in a half-court game.
I still feel that Fairfield has some of the best talent in the MAAC,
certainly good enough to be at least in the middle of the pack. If Coach
Buonaguro doesn't do something to get the Stags going soon, however, it is conceivable we won't win again this year.
UConn is starting to show some of its weaknesses. I couldn't
believe that they were picked to finish first in the Big East this year, and
the Huskies are starting to prove me right.
Losing Nadav Henefeld was a bigger loss than most people
realized. Nadav may not have scored a lot of points, but he was the glue
that held them together offensively and defensively. Don't figure on
seeing UConn make it to the Final 16 again this year.

r* HOUSE *BSTA07<*
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9<P59 Sandford Street, Fairfield
(near Railroad Station)
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256-0844
Free Delivery
($5.00 minimum for delivery)

Beach Delivery for Fairfield Students ONLY
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15% Discount in In-Restaurant Purchases with Student I.D.
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Stags losing streak hits seven
Tom O'Reilly

Assistant Sports Editor
And it goes on.
Fairfield continues its
plunge downward, losing three
more contests this week to run
their losing streak to seven games
and a 6-13 record overall, (2-7) in
the MAAC.
Things just aren't clicking
for Fairfield either offensively or
defensively, and the losing streak
shows it.
"Teams are really getting
us into a half-court game and saying they can beat us," head coach
Mitch Buonaguro said.
Yet, the Stags still remain
optimistic, hoping to revert back to
early season form.
"When everything all comes
together, we're going to start to
win some games and I think it's
going to be real soon," said Scott
Sytulek after the LaSalle loss.
The question is, will it be
too late?
Niagra 70, Fairfield 67
Coach Mitch Buonaguro
was looking for a spark, but came
up grasping for air.
Buonaguro benched Harold
Brantley, Drew Henderson and
Kevin George in favor of Kris
Steele, Todd Holland and Mike
Plansky.

It suffices to say it didn't
work.
The Purple Eagles jumped
out to 12-4 lead and hung on for a
70-67 win over the Stags in Alumni
Hall. The Stags managed to draw
within a deuce at 69-67 with the
ball and 22 seconds to go, but luck
obviously is not on the side of the
Stags as Kevin George's inbound
pass hit the back of the basket for a
turnover.
LaSalle 84, Fairfield 66
Call it the Doug Overton
and Randy Woods show.
The Explorer guards combined for 61 points as LaSalle
coasted past the Stags 84-66 in
front of a sparse at the Philadelphia
Civic Center.
Overton looked like a sure
NBA prospect, turning in a splendid performance that included 40
points and five steals.
The Stags looked like they
wanted to make a game of it, taking an early 4-2 lead, including a
big-time dunk by Scott Sytulek to
start off the contest.
Then Fairfield hit one of
their patented scoring slumps, not
scoring again in almost four minutes. The worst thing about it was
there were golden opportunities to
score, including a missed layup by
both Drew Henderson and Harold
Brantley.

Sports Profile

Mikelic looks at
team before self

Sytulek paced the Stags with
19 markers.
St. Peter's 77, Fairfield 57
Once again the Stags
showed that they cannot comeback from an early deficit.
The Stags held a 24-21 lead
on a jumper by freshman Scott
Sytulek(l 1 points), and then proceeded to score just four points in
the last 6:18 seconds. St. Peter's
went on a 17-4 run to take the lead
at the half 38-28.
The Stags offense sputtered
to open the second half as the Stags
had only four field goals as Fairfield watched St. Peter's climb to a
65-42 lead with 8:22 left.
Freshman Craig Martin
scored eight of Fairfield's next ten
points, but the hole was too big for
Fairfield to crawl out of. Martin
ended the game with a team-high
and career high 13 points.
Stag droppings: St. Peter's
outshot the Stags 62-48 last Sunday. The Stags were also killed on
the boards against the Peacocks,
37-25. "They did a great job of
neutralizing our big men," Buonaguro said. ... Senior captain Harold Brantley is doubtful for Saturday's game against the Peacocks.
He may have a stress fracture in his
leg.... Buonaguro was pleased with
the play of Martin last Sunday.
"He gives us another outside shot
that we need badly."

Andy Vallila
Staff Writer

Lisa Mikelic is a rare breed of athlete. She excels in all aspects
of her game, yet she prides herself most on her contributions to her
team. While many young athletes think of themselves first and their
team second, Mikelic adopts the opposite approach.
"The biggest thrill of my career was when we won the MAAC
Tournament and made it to the NCAA's," said the senior sociology
major from Danbury, Connecticut.
Mikelic has enjoyed many thrills in her brilliant career. As a
senior in high school, she was selected as Connecticut player of the
year, named MAAC rookie of the year her freshman season, and was
first team all-MAAC last year and was selected as a fourth-team AllAmerican by the American Women's Sports Federation.
"She's the best player I've ever played with," says Tricia
Sacca, a fellow All-MAAC performer and close friend of Mikelic.
Mikelic's biggest contribution to the Lady Stags is her versatility. She averages nearly 16 points, six rebounds, and seven assists
per game this season. She is already the all-time leader in steals in
school history, and is on pace to break the all-time mark for assists in
a career at Fairfield.
"Lisa is the best all-round player I have ever coached," says
Lady Stag coach Dianne Nolan who feels Mikelic is still improving
as a player, "She works hard every day in practice to become even
better and has matured a great deal this year."
Despite all her success, the modest Mikelic is still not completely satisfied with her play, "I'd like to become more consistent in
all aspects of my game," said the small forward who has started every
game of her college game.
After college, Lisa hopes to continue playing basketball in
Europe and would like to go to graduate school. "But my dream right
now is for us to win the MAAC and make it to the NCAA's again."
If this all-American is on top of her game, there is no reason to
believe that her dream won't come true.

Mayhem looks for respect, wins 3f
on 3 s; GAAS takes ladies division
Michael Siuta
Staff Writer
Mayhem, the four man team
of Jim Cronin, Mike McCarthy,
Tom Johnson, and Mark Callahan,
swept through 5 opponents to win
the Schick National 3-on-3 Basketball Tournament on Saturday.
Mayhem used both quickness and strength, as they outscored
their opponents by a combined 8655.
In the Women's division,
which featured only two teams,
GAAS, comprised of Gina Calvario, Ann Suchocki, Angela Cirina, and Stephanie Reilly, won a
best 2 of 3 from TRI-UMPH to
capture the title. In all, there were
27 men's teams in addition to the 2
women's. "This is a very good
turnout," said Greg Arnold, who
along with Mike Burke, Janet
Clark, and Marie Fagan was responsible for the event.
The tournament featured
some outstanding finishes, including 3 overtime games. Brian
Marks' 28 footer at the buzzer in
overtime led the Weapons past
Lone Star in the quarter finals, and

in the same round, Mike Gleason' s
16 foot jump shot enabled Good,
Bad and Ugly to down the G-Men
in the day's longest game, a triple
overtime thriller.
In the semi-finals, Weapons
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downed Good, Bad, and Ugly, 1915, behind 9 points from Marks.
Tom Quinn led GBU with 8 points.
In the other semi-final, Mayhem
defeated the Blue Penguins 15-12.
Mike McCarthy netted 8 for Mayhem, while Matt Gallagher scored
7 for the Penguins.
Then, in the final, Mayhem
took advantage of an easier day's
work against Weapons, who had
played several tight games. With
the score 12-8 in favor of Mayhem,
Tom Johnson scored three quick
baskets to put the game out of
reach at 15-9. "I was feeling good,"
said Johnson, " and Jim (Cronin)
and Mike (McCarthy) just kept
feeding me the ball." In the end,
Mayhem prevailed 17-11, as they
proved to be just too much for the
weary Weapons. "It was a long
day. They definitely shot better
from the outside than us," said a
dejected Marks.
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This Week: Tom O'Reilly
"On College Hoops"; Men's
and women's swimming
results, p. 18-20

SPORTS

Next Week:Ski team
opens season; Peacocks
travel to Alumni Hall;
Lady Stags hit the road.

Lady Stags extend home The
streak to 17 games
Earl of
Sports
Tim Gunning
Contributing Writer
Michael Donahue
Staff Writer

The Lady Stags continue to
annihilate all competition that sets
foot in Alumni Hall.
This past weekend, two
teams, Canisius and Niagara,
strolled in and stumbled out. A
well-balanced attack that shot over
50 percent in both routs was the
result of unselfish play by the Lady
Stags and the rest of the MAAC
beware, for the Lady Stags are
raising their level of play.
Friday night, they faced a
lowly Canisius squad. In this 8663 whipping, five Lady Stags tallied double figures. Katie Abromovitch scored 22 points, Tricia
Sacca added 15, Aimee Auerbeck
added 12 Trish Elser 10, and
Shanna Lewis 10.
The game began as a see-saw
affair, but with eight minutes left
to play in the first half, the Lady
Stags blew it open. They built a
thirteen point lead, with a 16-6
spurt and ended the half on the
upper hand of a 41-28 score.
Kate Abromovitch led the
charge, burying all three treys she
attempted on her way to fifteen
points in the first twenty minutes.
She broke the single season record
for trifectas, collecting 26 so far.
She also holds the career record at
Fairfield with 46 and she's still a
sophomore. "Kate's confidence is
very high right now," said a smiling Coach Dianne Nolan.
In the second half, Fairfield
shot an impressive 55 percent from
the floor. Aimee Auerbeck, the
leading scorer of the half, came off

School of Earl
is now in session
Tom Maguire
Sports Editor

Lady Stag captain Tricia Sacca helps extend their home winning streak earlier this season.
the bench and within a span of four secutive homecourt win, the eighth
minutes, lit up the scoreboard with longest streak in the nation, but
ten of her twelve points. The lead they were striving for a chance to
was elevated to Fairfield's big- share first place in the MAAC.
gest, 80-55. "Aimee is instant
Playing at a feverish pitch,
offense. She knows to take the they continued their hot shooting,
open shot and she does."
hitting 59 percent from the field in
Lewis was five of five from the first half en route to a 96-82
the floor and contributed defen- victory.
sively with two blocked shots.
Scorching the nets, the Lady
"Shanna is playing the best ball of Stags built a 57-43 halftime lead.
her career," said Nolan.
Trish Elser scored eight of FairBefore Sunday's matinee field's first 12 points and tallied 14
against the Lady Eagles, Fairfield for the half. Lynne Friel, the
must have been ecstatic to learn of backcourt leader who had seven
Siena's 76-69 loss to LaSalle, assists in the Canisius game, dished
Siena's first MAAC loss of the off eight assists in the half, comyear. This made this game even mitting no turnovers.
bigger. Not only were the ladies
(See Lady Stags on p. 18)
trying to chalk up their 17th con-

Icemen still have playoff dream
Tom Boucher
Staff Writer
The much anticipated annual trip to Maine during the last
weekend in January proved to be
an uplifting experience for the
locals. The two game split did not
do true justice to the icemen who
displayed some fine hockey, averaging 33 shots on goal in each
contest.
The skating Stags dropped
the first contest 3-2 on a fluke goal
in the waning moments of the game.
Goal scorers for the locals were
sophomores Mike Toland, (assisted
by senior Bob MacDonald and
junior Rick Mason) and freshman
Tim Malay (assisted by sophomore
Ron Delia and freshman Bob
Terry). Netminder Tim McDevitt
recorded 25 saves in the battle.
In the second contest of the
weekend, the Stags scored early
often, en route to a 6-3 thrashing of
the University of Southern Maine.
Senior co-captain Brian Stalzer
scored, along with sophomores
Peter Lewis (assist by freshman
Mark Resnick), Greg Battiston
(assisted by freshmen Scott Lindsay and Chris Shuman), Marty

Pierce (assist by Tim McDevitt),
freshman Joe Hayes (assist by
Lindsay) and Resnick (assisted by
Junior Paul Leary and Lewis) provided the offensive thrust while
goalie Tim McDevitt made the
defensive stand with 27 saves.
Wesleyan University was
the next victim to fall to the suddenly channeled Stags squad at
Bridgeport's Wonderland of Ice.
The scoring began mid-way
through the second period when
Sophomore Peter Lewis took a
Mary Pierce pass from his own
blue line, raced by the opposing
defensemen, and stunned the
Wesleyan netminder with a quick
wrist shot between his pads.
Three minutes later, after a
Wesleyan goal, freshman Scott
Lindsay followed suit as he stole
the puck at the opponent's blue
line, streaked in untouched, and
whistled the disk into the back of
the net.
A Wesleyan power-play
goal left the score 2-2 heading into
the third period. The final period
belonged to the Stags as they
pressed their opponents the whole
way, and recorded 15 of their 40
shots in the final period.

The only scoring, however,
was when senior co-captain Bob
MacDonald launched a rocket into
the net with a slap shot from the
slot on the power-play with nine
minutes remaining. Senior Paul
Quinn led the stalwart defensive
corps by dishing out several bonecrushing body checks, while goaltender Tim McDevitt made two
spectacular goal saves in the last
two minutes to preserve the win.
McDevitt finished with 31 saves
for the game.
The next game on the schedule brought the Trinity College
team to the friendly confines of the
Wonderpalace. Unfortunately for
Stag fans, they found it a little too
friendly as they departed with a 60 win.
The locals actually played
well for all but 4 minutes of the
second period and 2 minutes of the
third period when the opposition
broke open the game. For some
reason the icemen seemed to be
trapped in tailspins during these
streaks where nothing would go
right.
Ice Cubes: Upcoming
Home Games: 2/9 Villanova 8:00,
2/13 Quinnipiac 8:00.

Welcome to the School of Earl. You may have missed this
class in your registration booklet, but I am adding students by the
minute.
Here is a transcript from last week's class:
If you had one thing to say to men's head basketball coach
Mitch Buonaguro, what would it be?
I would give him directions to the Career Planning Center.
The Stags played their hearts out in two blowouts against LaSalle and St. Peter's, but with a team in the middle of a seven game
losing streak and losing 12 out of their last 14 games, Mitch Buonaguro should be reworking that resume when his contract runs out at
the end of this season.
Against LaSalle, the Stags were down by 20 or more for most
of the second half, but never pressed to try and get back into the game.
When asked about it, Buonaguro said he was afraid of losing by 35.
Now wait a second. If your team is afraid of losing, then they
are going to lose. If you don't try to win, you won't.
An odd thing occurred Sunday at the St. Peter's game even
though it was off the court. Father Aloysius P. Kelley S.J., University president, attended the game.
Now this is no big deal, because he normally doesn't make it
to the home games. It is a big deal though when he doesn't sit on the
bench. Kelley watched the game 40 rows up in the Anotelli Auditorium in Jersey City. He may be watching Buonaguro coach from a lot
further after this season.
Now Earl, I get the fee ling that you don't want this team to win.
Do you?
I love seeing great college basketball. It's a problem when I see
all the other teams playing great against us.
I want this team to win, if they don't, then some changes should
be made.
Who is the most important person on the Lady Stags team?
How about head coach Dianne Nolan. Here's a woman who
has to divide the basketball between All-MAAC players Lisa Mikelic
and Tricia Sacca, a future All-MAAC player Trish Elser, and instant
offense shooting guard, Katie Abromovitch.
Anyone who can distribute the basketball to keep those four
happy should get A in Chemistry.
Who will the New England Patriots take as the number one
player selected in the 1991 NFL draft? Why you don't have to be a rocket scientist to figure this one
out. Raghib"Rocket" Ismail.
He is a big name that will bring fans back to Sullivan Stadium,
if they don't mind waiting in traffic. Plus, new head coach Dick
MacPherson coached the rocket's brother, Qadry "The Missile"
Ismail, at Syracuse, and is good friends with Mrs. Ismail, who I like
to call, the B'52 Bomber.
Professor Earl, do you think baseball salaries are too high?
If Jim Palmer can make a comeback, then don't you think that
Bill "Spaceman" Lee or Bob Stanley could take the road back to
Spring training?
Salaries are out of control. Last season, Joe Boever, went 3-6
and had a 4.06 ERA for the Philadelphia Phillies. Last week, he got
a $400,000 raise. Andy Hawkins will probably get a $100,000 raise
for every loss.
The only way to judge a player is by the cost of his rookie
baseball card. Kevin Mass' card is now worth $5 after one great year,
and Hawkins' card is worth about a nickel. So Maas should be worth
about $2 million to the Yankees while Hawkins is worth about ten
dollars.
How dumb is the idea of the NFL Pro Bowl?
Let's just say, it's as dumb as the taxi driver that attacked
Lawrence Taylor with a lead pipe. It makes no sense. While the NBA
All-Star game is like a professional pick-up game, the Pro Bowl isn't.
Do you ever remember playing pick-up football in 75 degree weather?
So says The Earl of Sports.

